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TADPOLES
Georgie Bailey

Beware of  the pond life, it’s bad yano.

Tad’s older, autistic brother Kit is being targeted by the local Estate Boys gang. 
Deciding to take matters into his own hands, Tad begins a feud with them, leading 

himself  into the jaws of  a shady group inhabiting the local pond who offer him 
protection in exchange for a job, whilst Kit is indoctrinated into a crew of  his own: 
the Toad on the Roads volunteers. But there’s a reason you shouldn’t stay by the 

pond after dark, and there’s a reason you should never trust strangers…

Tadpoles explores gang culture through the lens of  young people on the cusp 
of  adulthood and our relationship with the things we don’t understand. It 
interrogates perceptions of  the working class youth of  today’s Britain, and 

smashes the stereotypical demonisation we see of  them; questioning whether 
anyone is truly born bad, and how far we would go to keep our loved ones safe. 



Georgie Bailey is a working-class playwright, poet and producer originally from 
Bordon in Hampshire. He is an alumnus of  Soho Theatre, HighTide Theatre 

and Papatango’s respective Writers Groups. 

Currently, Georgie is the Literary Projects Manager for London Playwrights 
Workshop, as well as Artistic Director of  award-winning multi-arts company 

ChewBoy Productions; an Associate Company of  the Lion and Unicorn Theatre. 
Alongside writing, he works as a freelance dramaturg, as well as facilitating 

creative writing projects and workshops with young people at venues such as 
Chichester Festival Theatre.

Georgie has a passion for telling the stories which aren’t traditionally seen 
onstage and interrogating the stereotypical misjudgments we label hidden 

communities with; alongside an invested interest in showcasing the youth of  
today’s Britain in all its shades. 

Previous credits include: EUAN (Tristan Bates Theatre, UK Tour), The Process 
Trilogy (Whirled Cinema), Drag Me Out (Hen and Chickens), Rash, The Art of  Trouble 
(both Chichester Festival Theatre), Feel More (Lion and Unicorn Theatre). Current 
work in development includes: Tadpoles (Stage Play), Pedigree (Stage Play Exploring 

the Romani Community), Heavy on my Heartstrings (Stage Play with Music), The 
Bear with the Beret (Solo Stage Play, 2021 Production Confirmed), The Mists (Video 

Game), Chaplin is Dead (Feature Film).



“It ain’t what you do, it’s what it does to you.”

Simon Armitage

“The thing I fear comes upon me.”

Crave, Sarah Kane



CHARACTERS

TAD 
Male, 15, Small fry who thinks he’s bigger. Determined. 

KIT 
Male, 19, Autistic. A big heart and bigger fists. Deliberate. 

FRANKIE 
Female, 16, Cares for the little things and community. 

Dedicated. 

FIZZ 
Female, 18, Sick of  being pushed around, a ticking time 

bomb. Defiant.

MUGS 
Female, 17, In way over her head but is a quick thinker. 

Desperate.

SIDDO 
Male, 17, A loyal, troubled weasel who hides himself. 

Dependant.

ZAK 
Male, 18, An outcast in every pool he’s entered but this one. 

Democratic. 



NOTE ON KIT
KIT has Asperger’s syndrome and is highly functioning. 

His communication skills are fantastic and he has a learned 
sense of  humour – meaning he has a basic understanding of  
sarcasm but cannot convey it in tone of  voice. He struggles 
to pick up social cues conveyed through facial expressions 
and tones so hangs onto words said a great deal. Kit is an 

incredibly literal thinker and has a positive view of  the world, 
past what his brother has filled his head with. 

NOTE ON CASTING 
I encourage diversity in performance and production 

including race, gender and age, and would ask for casting to 
be as representative of  today’s British youth as possible. 

All roles are up for interpretation with ethnicity, other than 
ZAK and FIZZ whom the text indicates must be black. 

FRANKIE is Scottish. 
KIT should be played by an Autistic actor. 





A.
Dark
FRANKIE appears.

FRANKIE Thank you for joining me this evening to discuss this incredibly 
important matter that’s dear to my heart, and, I hope, soon will 
be to yours.

 I just want to stress that we really do need your help as much as 
possible with this issue. It’s imperative. So please do bear that in 
mind as we proceed. 

The YOOTS appear around KIT, beating him down.

 To start with, I thought I’d give you some background 
information, starting at the beginning. Before evolution, before 
growth. 

 Tadpoles. 

The YOOTS disappear, leaving KIT. 

 A tadpole is a young toad or frog that breathes and lives in 
water. They hatch from small eggs laid in a pond by their 
mother. 

Gradually: 

Late afternoon. 

Pond. Littered, in disrepair. Peaceful. 

KIT watches the tadpoles, referring to his book.

FRANKIE Ideally, the transformation from tadpole to toad should take 
place in the outdoors rather than in captivity as they have what 
they need in the wild to develop properly.

TAD enters stealthily, prowling like a tiger waiting to pounce. 

 Because tadpoles are so sensitive, the water they live in cannot 
contain certain toxins and chemicals. 

TAD charges at KIT, decking him. 

 Tadpoles not only look like fish, but also behave like them; 
swimming around in schools in the bodies of  water they inhabit 
whilst developing.



FRANKIE’s area goes dark. 

TAD Who’s strong now! Who’s the weak one, go on, say it!

KIT gains the upper hand.

KIT You, I think, Tad. 

 The weakling boy. 

TAD Get off now, get off. Ya hurting me, Kit. Kit! Fuck off! 

KIT No need for 

 Why do you always do that? Swear?

TAD Cus it’s cool. 

KIT It isn’t very cool 

 I don’t think. 

TAD That’s why you ain’t cool. 

TAD begins jumping around like a kangaroo on speed; practising swings. 

TAD We ain’t had our match today, and I’m getting close to winning. 
Ya getting scared, I can tell, you’re getting scared. 

KIT You’re not particularly scary, Tad

 I have research to do. 

TAD Research? What are you, some kinda scientist now or summing? 

KIT You could say that

 You will be calling me Professor Kit soon.

TAD Be calling you professor twat soon. 

KIT I don’t think that makes sense. 

TAD What’s that old bat got you doing this week, then? 

KIT Bat? 

TAD Miss. 

KIT Miss Bat? 



TAD Fuck professor, you’ll be comedian Kit before long. 

KIT We all have a different baby animal to look at

 To look into. 

TAD So you really are like Steve Backshaw now. “Kit’s Deadly Sixty”. 

KIT I prefer Bear Grylls now, Tad.

 I would rather be Bear Grylls. 

TAD Alright then born survivor – what animal you been assigned? 

KIT Tadpoles

 Miss Jenkins thinks I’ll enjoy them.  

TAD What’s so special bout baby frogs? 

KIT They’re actually baby frogs and toads, Tad. 

TAD Smart arse.  

KIT I just can’t believe there can be that many frogs and toads on 
Earth! 

TAD They don’t all make it, I don’t think. Dunno. Don’t care, really. 

KIT I think I would be a Frog, as they get to kiss the princess

 And then they turn into a charming prince!

 And I think you’d be a Toad

 Because you aren’t very charming. 

TAD Fuck that! I’d be a banging prince. I’d kiss all them princesses. 

KIT Only one princess for Tad. 

 Maggie and Tad, sitting in a tree. 

TAD I’ll batter you into a tree, you prick.  

 Come on, put ’em up boy, put ’em up. 

KIT I can’t, Tad. Miss Jenkins will be cross if  I don’t do my work. 



TAD If  she says anything, just blame it on me! I’ll take the hit, Miss 
Jenkins ain’t got shit on me!

KIT Did you know 

TAD Here we go…

KIT Did you know that

 Listen

 “Most tadpoles eat plants, but some types of  tadpoles eat smaller 
tadpoles.”

TAD I wouldn’t eat you. 

KIT I would eat you.  

 I’d eat you all up, bones, skin, heart: all of  it. 

TAD Not if  I had, like, a weapon or somefin. Like on Fortnite! Like, I 
could build a –

KIT If  you won’t eat me, then I’ll eat you

 That’s just nature. 

TAD Not if  I got you first, like this!

TAD runs at KIT and jumps on him, trying to take him down. KIT stands there like a mountain with a 

goat attached to its side. The two end up playfighting, TAD trying his hardest, KIT getting very into it.

 Oi, oi! You fucker, you, you always take it too far, Kit!

KIT Sorry, sorry

 Tad 

 I’d never mean to

TAD I’m limping now. Great. I’m limping. Imma be known as Pirate 
Paul. Fuckin’ one legged Liam! How’s that gonna look?

KIT I can get you an eyepatch? 

TAD Kit, this ain’t funny. 

KIT I’m sorry, Tad. 



TAD Stop apologising!

KIT Sorry. 

 Are you

 Are you OK?

KIT goes to show some affection, when he is tackled by TAD. 

TAD Rule number seven, never trust your opponent! 

TAD notices a bruise. 

 What’s this? 

KIT Come on then, strong boy! 

 Come on! 

TAD Kit, wait! 

KIT You lost yesterday

 Today will be just the same! 

TAD Kit, just – Kit, stop! 

KIT still tries to continue. 

 Who gave you that? 

KIT You

 I think. 

TAD A bruise like that doesn’t come up that fast.  

KIT I don’t think 

 No, I don’t think you did.  

TAD Who then?  

KIT Doesn’t matter

TAD Does.

KIT You won’t care



TAD Wouldn’t be asking if  I didn’t fucking care would I? 

KIT No need 

 No need for

KIT grabs his book. 

TAD Can you just…I wanna help.

KIT You won’t…

 You never do

TAD Look at me. Look at – Kit. Fucking –

TAD grabs his book and dangles it over the pond. 

KIT Tad.  

 Tad!

 Please

TAD Who was it? 

KIT Tad, I need

TAD Kit. 

KIT I need that back

TAD You’ll get it back safe and sound, once you’ve –

KIT Can you

 Can you

TAD Can I what? Can I fucking what? 

KIT Can you  

 Why can’t you 

 Can you…

TAD Can I what? 

KIT Arm? 



TAD holds his arm out. KIT strokes it. 

The two calm down. 

KIT Your arm isn’t as good as Mums. It’s rougher. 

TAD Sorry. 

KIT Thank you. 

Pause.

 I bumped into them, Tad. 

 It was my fault

 not theirs. On my walk home, yesterday. 

TAD Estate boys? 

 Cus they haven’t been very nice recently, have    
they? And I did say, I did, didn’t I, I said if  they did    
anything else, to let me know straight away? 

KIT You were

 You…wouldn’t stop. 

 Can I have my book back? 

TAD I’ll have a word.  

KIT No. 

TAD Yes. 

KIT Please, don’t. 

TAD That why we had to walk the long way to school    
this morning? 

KIT They said…

 They didn’t say very nice things. They said they    
would…

 If  they saw me again, they would…

TAD What like, they threatened you? 



KIT I do not need help

 I am a big boy, Tad. 

TAD We’ll need to train you up then, won’t we? 

KIT I don’t fight…

 Only with you. 

TAD  You need to learn to fight back. 

KIT flips through his book intensely. 

 You can be Anthony Joshua this time, I’ll be    
Tyson Fury, yeah? 

 Kit. 

KIT continues to flick through. 

 Alright, fine, you can be Conor McGregor. 

 Come on, put that down. Oi, put it/ down!

KIT I DON’T WANT TO FIGHT. I AM FINE. I WILL   
BE FINE. I WILL BE FINE.

Pause.  

 I won’t bump into them again. I won’t. I promise you.

TAD Get home before dark.

KIT Or what? 

TAD Or the ghost of  little Petey will rise from the pond    
and get ya. 

KIT Little Petey isn’t real. 

TAD “He’ll seep into ya bones, he’ll possess ya brain,    
and he won’t stop at all until ya body is SLAIN!”

 Beware of  the pond life, it’s bad, yano. 

KIT Worse than you? 

TAD Nothing’s worse than me. 



KIT Where are you going? To smooch Maggie? 

TAD I’m going nowhere. 

KIT Tad. 

TAD Get back before dark.  

Beat.

KIT Aye aye, my captain. 
  
   

Scene B

We meet the YOOTS; a chorus of  hooded figures who are an embodiment of  the Estate Boys gang 
and all that is feared in young people. TAD enters at the end of  this abstract, verse-led scene, starting 

a fight with the group.

Scene C

We are introduced to MUGS who has lost a rucksack containing drugs which belongs to the pond 
gang. She decides to offer TAD protection from the Estate Boys by recruiting him into the pond gang to 

save her own skin.

Scene D

KIT has stayed at the pond until darkness, investigating the tadpoles, who he sees begin eating each 
other. FRANKIE enters in a panic, asking KIT for help in saving a hurt, trapped toad. She offers 

KIT more knowledge of  tadpoles in exchange for his assistance.



E. 

Towards darkness. ZAK stands, looking in a rucksack. 

SIDDO approaches cautiously, eating a leftover sandwich. 

SIDDO Is it safe? 

ZAK He’s gone.  

SIDDO Thank fuck. 

ZAK Sucha pussy. 

SIDDO I ain’t! Just dun wanna see him, really. 

ZAK Got twenty minutes to drop this off, apparently. 

 Down by The Cradle. 

SIDDO Should probs wait for Fizz, she’ll be down soon. 

ZAK She was meant to be here to meet him. 

SIDDO Think she’s seen enough of  him lately. 

ZAK What the fuckin’ hell is that? 

SIDDO I always have to eat when I’m stressed. 

ZAK You dint have that a minute ago. 

SIDDO Found it behind the bins back there. 

ZAK Yer eatin some geezer’s week-old sandwich. 

SIDDO Frankie always says “waste not, want not”. 

 I dun know what she means by it but it sounds right. 

ZAK I don’t fink that applies to some twat’s mouldy   
leftovers. 

SIDDO She’s always coming out with shit like that, she’s a    
proper know it all. 

ZAK Frankie also says “relax, don’t do it”, and you clearly   
take that fuckin’ literally.

SIDDO Scooby!



ZAK Sorry? 

SIDDO Scooby. Like, Scooby Doo. And –

ZAK Right, yeah I’ve seen it, I did have a childhood. 

SIDDO Nah, issa game.

ZAK How’d you play?

SIDDO I’m getting to it.

ZAK Yer boring me. 

SIDDO I’m trynna explain, trynna get to it but you keep-

ZAK Go ahead. Don’t let me stop ya. 

SIDDO So I’ve got this leftover, yeah. 

 And I don’t want the rest of  it. So, I’d say scooby…

ZAK And I’d say “doo”. 

SIDDO Yeah yeah yeah! You got it. Scooby Doo. You ain’t as   
thick as you look after all, Zak.

ZAK So iss like Bing Bong. 

SIDDO What? Whas “bing bong”?

ZAK Bing bong. My brother plays it at home. 

 So, say I had some cheesecake-

SIDDO You got cheesecake? 

ZAK I don got any cheesecake.

SIDDO Gi’us some.

ZAK It was metaphorical.

SIDDO I can’t eat metaphorical cheesecake, you nonce. 

ZAK If  I ad a slice of  cheesecake left, for instance, that I dint   
want –

SIDDO Why wouldn’t yer wan it? 



ZAK I’ve had enough. 

SIDDO Went too hard on ya dinner? 

ZAK I can’t finish a ting and I want someone else to av it, so   
I would say bing and –

SIDDO Nah nah fuck bing bong. Fuck that.

ZAK Why you getting so defensive?

SIDDO Fuck bing bong, it’s scooby doo.

SIDDO eats the last bit of  his sandwich ravenously in ZAK’s face. 

ZAK Whas up with yer fingers? 

 Why they all puss lookin and…blistered? 

SIDDO Helped Fizz move all er stuff. Was like a voluntary    
bailiff. Had these like Ikea bags, yuno the ones like;    
big blue straps n shit and all like… 

ZAK Blue? 

SIDDO Yea yea yuno the ones! Had loads othem full of  shit 
like, super heavy shit nd I buggered up my hands    
clinging on. 

 Why someone gotta have so much stuff?

ZAK We had loadsa shit when we moved. Fittin’ all our    
stuff into cases n cases. Was mad. 

SIDDO You moved country, you bellsprout. Not half  a mile    
down the road. 

ZAK Where’s she gone? 

SIDDO Moved into her Uncles. 

ZAK Wiv Roon? 

SIDDO Yup. 

ZAK Jheez. 



SIDDO Dint have much choice. Started a fight in the Y with   
a kid who called her a lesbo and they booted her out   
so had to shift all her shit pretty sparkish. 

ZAK Damn. That ain’t good. 

 Well, might be. Might mean more work for us. 

SIDDO And how is that a good fing, exactly? 

ZAK Gets you off your arse, dun it. 

SIDDO Who said I wanna get off my arse? 

ZAK We better get movin’, Roon’ll be pissed if  we don’t get   
this in on time.

SIDDO picks up a rock. 

ZAK What you doin wiv that? 

SIDDO Protection. 

 Fancy a spliff before we go? 

ZAK Don’t smoke. 

SIDDO Well, can you at least roll it for me? Might be quite    
hard on my ones.

ZAK Why would I roll if  I don’t smoke? What a pointless    
skill thad be. 

SIDDO Plenty people got pointless skills…

 Plenty people use pointless skills to get to pointless    
places they shouldn’t be. 

 Like…water aerobics. What can you do wiv water    
aerobics? Part from look like a twat. A wet twat. Or    
like, drawing! Or skippin’ stones, or –

ZAK grabs SIDDO’s stone and throws it, making a crash. 

ZAK Ain’t it funny how one little thing can make so many   
ripples. 

Pause. 



SIDDO We quite philosophical really, ain’t we? Like, you    
wouldn’t fink it to look at us –

ZAK C’mon. I dun fancy gettin’ beaten today. 

FIZZ enters with rage in her eyes. 

SIDDO Fizz! Oi, settle this for us, is it Bing Bong or- 

FIZZ Is it ere? 

ZAK It’s ere. Only got fifteen left. Cradle. 

FIZZ Sid, you’re up.

SIDDO Why me? 

FIZZ Got longest legs ain’t ya. Lanky Gonzales init. 

SIDDO Fuck sake. 

FIZZ Whas that now? 

SIDDO Nothing. Nothing. 

FIZZ You seen Mugs? 

ZAK Whass she done now? 

FIZZ Spoke to Roon. Apparently last drop dint make it to   
where it was menna go. No trace of  it, either. I’ve told   
her a shit tonne of  times that she can’t keep  
fuckin’ up. She owes me. And if  she ain’t got no new   
recruits then she needs to pull her weight and drive    
the drops. Otherwise –

SIDDO She’s got one, though. 

Pause.

FIZZ What did you just fucking say? 

ZAK She um. She texted us. Bout ten minutes ago. 

FIZZ Sayin’ what? 

SIDDO Asking if  you were ere yet. 

 Saying she’d found some fresh meat. 



FIZZ And she dint text me cus…? 

SIDDO I er…I dunno, Fizz. 

 Sure she dint do it on purpose. 

FIZZ Whas her fuckin’ problem? She dun wanna help me   
move wiv her shitty little car, now she’s keeping fuckin’   
secrets? Does she not know who I am? 

ZAK Take it easy, Fizz. Iss calm. There’ll be an explanation   
fo sure. 

FIZZ There better be one, or imma strangle her with my    
belt and drown her in this fucking pond.

SIDDO Might be a bit excessive.

FIZZ Do you wanna av a go as well? 

SIDDO I helped you move house. 

FIZZ Don’t wanna move in there, do I? With that…that    
fuckin’- 

ZAK He pays us good. 

FIZZ Pays you good. 

 Whas he ever done for me? 

ZAK You got aspirations.

FIZZ All I’m holdin’ onto.

 One day, he won’t be able to touch me. 

FIZZ lights a fag. 

SIDDO Aw, Fizz, could I pinch a fag? 

FIZZ Apologise, then yeah. 

SIDDO Apologise? For elpin’ you move? 

FIZZ For bein’ yourself. 

SIDDO Fuck that. 

FIZZ Zak agrees. 



SIDDO Does he fuck!

ZAK To be fair mate, I think you should apologise most the   
time. 

SIDDO Alright well I’m sorry, yeah. Sorry. 

ZAK Say it wit ya gut, say it wit feelin’. 

SIDDO Oh, whas that then? Summing from all these gay    
actin’ classes? 

ZAK Acting ain’t gay. 

FIZZ Wait what, you serious? You started…please tell me    
you ain’t started – 

ZAK Just youth featre. Down by trading estate. You might   
like it, Sid. 

FIZZ What and get put on a register? Wouldn’t catch me    
prancin’ around hangin’ about with lil kids in leotards   
any time o the year, no matter how bad it got.

ZAK It ain’t that bad. Iss good. 

SIDDO Yeah, sounds it. Don’t sound bent in the slightest.    
Leotards. Prancin’ around. 

ZAK Got auditions for wind in tha willows tomorrow night. 

 You’d make a sick Chief  Weasel, Fizz. 

SIDDO And whad I be? 

ZAK Dunno. Background weasel.

SIDDO What the fuck? 

FIZZ Look, as long as it 
dun mess with your 
work I don’t give a 
shit what yous do in 
your free time. Jus 
make sure you don’t 
go spreadin’ it round 
that ya doin’ that. 
Don’t want ya image 
to get – 

SIDDO Surely there’s others 
I could be? Is there 
like a…a bear in it? 
A wolf ? Or a Dog? 
Like a rabid, hard as  
fuck dog? One that 
bites the shit outta 
anyone that comes 
near? Or like a…a 
rabbit? A caterpillar? 
I could be a sick –



FIZZ Sid, shut the fuck up! I asked you to do summing. 

SIDDO Sorry, Fizz.

FIZZ Stop chattin and get your arse over to The Cradle. 

SIDDO Least you always know where your background weasel   
is. Reliable. Relatable. 

ZAK Shouldn’t talk much, either. 

SIDDO grabs the rucksack, when MUGS suddenly appears.

FIZZ launches at MUGS, dragging her to the ground by her hair, starts hitting her. 

FIZZ Whas up wiv yous then! 

 Is this what ya lookin’ for is it! This what you fuckin’   
want! I’ll kill you, I’ll fuckin’ –

MUGS Tad! Tad! Tad! 

FIZZ Whas that now? Ya boyfriend or summing? I’ll stab    
’im and all. 

TAD appears. 

FIZZ gets off MUGS. 

FIZZ Hello little fella. Who you then? Tad is it? 

TAD Yeah, I’m Tad. 

SIDDO (To ZAK.) This kid is familiar. 

FIZZ And what can I do for you, lil man? 

MUGS Started a fight he can’t win. 

FIZZ If  I asked you to speak, I’d say your name.

 What you want? 

TAD Protection. I want…I need protection… It ain’t just for me. 

FIZZ You gon do summing for me then, yeah?

TAD Yeah, yeah. Whatever you want. If  you promise-

FIZZ We ain’t about promises, boy. Iss an exchange system, ok? 



TAD nods. 

 Gotta get summing verbal, kiddo, or it ain’t-

TAD Yeah, sorry, I underst–

FIZZ Dun interrupt me. 

 This a safe space, yeah? We nice people.  

 You do what we want, we do what you want. 

 You man enough to do a man’s job?

TAD I think so. 

FIZZ You think so? 

TAD Yeah. 

FIZZ Nah, man, I can’t work with this kid. 

MUGS No, Fizz, I promise he’s–

SIDDO Oh shit! You the kid with that hangs about withat    
spaccy geezer ain’t ya! 

TAD No. 

SIDDO Yeah, I seen yous two sittin’ about down ere.  
Play fightin’ most o the time like a couple o…you two   
like…doin’ it or summing like –

TAD attacks SIDDO. 

 Ay, ay, ay! Get the fuck off me!

ZAK drags TAD off SIDDO. 

FIZZ  Ite. I’m Fizz. You come to me wiv questions, I’ll sort it out.  

 Thas Siddo, world’s biggest wasteman but he’s a loyal   
lil bastard. 

SIDDO I’m called that cus I’m a fuckin’ sicko and you don’t    
wanna mess with me. 

ZAK We call you that cus’ you used to vom whenever yous   
saw a toad. 



 Siddo the Sicko.

SIDDO Yeah well…we call you Zak cus you’re fuckin’ whack. 

ZAK Are you alright today? 

FIZZ And you seem to already know Mugs. The mug. 

 You know your way bout? 

TAD Enough. 

FIZZ Know The Cradle? Near new estate? 

TAD Yeah, pretty sure.

FIZZ You take this there. 

TAD On my own? 

FIZZ Problem? 

 You don’t look inside. 

 You put screwface on. 

TAD Screwface? 

SIDDO Screwface, like this. 

SIDDO pulls screwface. His is shit. 

ZAK More like this. 

ZAK pulls screwface. 

MUGS More like that one. Copy that one. 

TAD pulls screwface. 

FIZZ  It’ll do fer now. You got a hood? 

TAD Nah. 

SIDDO This boy ain’t got a hood! He’s come to deal an he    
ain’t got a hood! 

ZAK grabs SIDDO’s hoodie off of  him and gives it to TAD.

ZAK If  yous is good enough, we take you through the    



ritual. 

TAD The ritual? 

SIDDO We ain’t givin’ him no ritual! He ain’t one of/ us

FIZZ Pipe down, Sid. If  yous does this right, you one of  us. 

 We give you the ritual. But till then:

 Dun talk to anyone less they say Roon’s name. 

 Dun tell anyone where you come from,

 Dun look anyone in the eye.

 Dun look suspicious. 

 And most portantly 

 Don’t tell em bout us. 

 You got ten minutes. Better get them feet runnin’. 



THE PREDICAMENT OF LIVING
Maddie Beautyman

A young woman speaks to us from her family kitchen which now feels too big 
for two. Remnants of  loved ones grace the walls that come to haunt her. She 

controls the space, transforming it into an autumn day or a solemn Christmas 
scene as she tells her stories. The environment around her becomes a character, 

defying her orders, rebelling against her. Exploding, much like her mind. 

Oh and somewhere in the chaos she has a thought, a thought that tells her she 
wants to kill her stepfather.



Maddie Beautyman is a writer and theatre maker from Scotland. She graduated 
with first class honours in Theatre Studies from the University of  Glasgow. Maddie 
had her first play performed at the Traverse Theatre as part of  Class Act and went 

on to be part of  their young writer’s group Scribble. Since then she has worked 
alongside some of  Scotland’s leading theatres and companies from backstage tour-
ing with Scottish Ballet to work in community theatre, children’s theatre and being 

part of  the Tron Theatre’s playwriting group.

Maddie writes what she thinks people feel, but don’t talk about enough. Her work 
strives to utilise all the theatrical elements of  the stage, including the audience. 

You will recognise strong female characters and ideas of  national identity in her 
work. Maddie’s writing will take you on a journey through tears and laughter, 

then spin you round to reveal something familiar yet unexpected.

Her recent work includes I’ve Got Some Things To Straighten Out (Radio play, Bristol 
Old Vic Theatre School), Trips and Falls (Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2019), Kicking 

the Can (Inter-University Drama Festival, Shortlisted by Dundee Rep for ‘Rep 
Stripped’ 2019) and Ah Dinnae Ken (Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2018). Maddie is 

currently working on a number of  projects for stage, screen and radio.



CHARACTERS

HER

PAUL

Pre-recorded 
ALEXA

MUM

The play is set in a family kitchen over a year
The space should feel like a character

This extract is the opening of  the play

Monsters are real, 
ghosts are real too. 
They live inside us, 

and sometimes they win.
Stephen King

I get the feeling that even though mental health is still the elephant in this room, the 
room is trying to accommodate the elephant.

Lily Bailey



The audience enter the auditorium, as they always do. 

It’s quite boring but she tries to amuse them. 
She’s exactly like a member of  front of  house but cheekier. 
She probably uses an unnecessary little torch and says things like “I’ve heard it’s 3 stars”, 
“Stick it out, it gets better in the second half ” and “remember to turn your phone off”.
The show begins. 
A spotlight on stage.
She walks into it.
HER   Before we start this evening’s performance can I just remind all 
audience members to make sure they have turned off all mobile phones and 
devices
Oh and I should say
If  you think this spotlight is dramatic, you might struggle about thirty-five 
minutes in because things really heat up
I wouldn’t want to give a trigger warning or anything, cause then you’d 
know what to expect, but I would kindly request that if  you have issues 
with feeling emotions, too strongly
If  you’re going to cry at the theatre, can you just remove all tissues from 
plastic packaging now because people have worked really hard to create this 
world for you
It would be a shame to disrupt it by acknowledging reality
Oh
Sorry
Last thing
At some point someone will probably die
Just so you know

She walks out of  the spotlight.
A kettle boils.

Do you want a cup of  tea?
No? 
Good.
Because when people ask you if  you want a cup of  tea they don’t actually 
want you to say yes. It’s just a thing people say 
when they don’t know what else to do
When we got home, covered in their blood, we made tea. We made tea 



before we washed, before we changed, before everything changed…
No
Stop it
I know what you’re doing. Joining the dots. Trying to figure out what’s going 
on. Terrified the person next to you has solved it and you’re the only one 
who doesn’t know. Scared to be on the outside
Well, here you are. Inside. All of  you. Though I’m not sure who let you in

Lights flick on. A family kitchen. 
It’s messy and dysfunctional but it’s home.

It’s common courtesy on someone’s birthday to smile
Look at all of  you
It’s as if  you didn’t choose to be here

Amazon ALEXA lights up and begins speaking
ALEXA   Playing PAUL REMINDER SONG from Amazon Music

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, ALTERED IMAGES plays.
HER   He’s figured out how to set reminders for any time of  any day
There’s a gap in our lives he’s tried to fill with Amazon’s latest necessity
Alexa

Music stops.
Volume 6

Music plays again, lower.
It does make you feel less lonely when you know the government’s listening 
to your every word
Mum would blare this song. Happy Birthday. Full volume with the doors 
open. I’d run down the hill knowing there would be cake, love, hilarity. 
Looking back it feels like every birthday was a sunny Friday afternoon
But now
I’m not sure I could be happy
Not like that

Music stops.
ALEXA   Playing I Could Be Happy by Altered Images from Amazon Music
HER   Alexa. No
ALEXA   Can I help you?
HER   No



ALEXA   Here’s I Could Be Happy by Altered Images from Amazon Music 
It plays.

HER   Fine
I used to love this song
It’s home. It’s childhood.
The singer, Clare Grogan. She says she’ll go to Skye on her holidays, I 
wonder if  she ever did. I bet it rained.

She pulls out a worn, family recipe book. She finds the birthday cake recipe.
She makes the cake, in all its mess and glory

Vanilla sponge. Same every year, as much as anything will ever be the same
Paul’s out trying to please the living who are morning the dead. I said I’d 
rather be the dead mourning the living so he sent me home to bake my own 
birthday cake
I don’t think anyone actually likes vanilla sponge. It’s bland, and the kind of  
tradition people should question, but don’t, the fact that birthday cake never 
really tastes of  anything?
and that birthdays don’t mean anything
anymore
Sieve flour
If  I was normal, which I’m not, because no one is, I’d say I don’t care what 
you think. I’d say I don’t care what you think as much as you don’t like 
gossip, but to save everyone’s time let’s just admit that no one actually sieves 
flour
Line two tins
Mum’ll tell me off. Would’ve… Lined the tins before starting
But no one really wants to line the tins first. We’re programmed to be far 
more interested in immediate action
Mum says “add an extra egg to help the cake rise”. It’s not in the recipe, you 
just know to do it.
I will quite strongly advocate for the cracking of  eggs
People should crack eggs, it feels good
Crack eggs before you line the tins. You want sugar and mess and chaos 
before you line the tins. You want love and passion and fucking fireworks. 
You do, honestly, you do. You want euphoria and vanilla essence and kissing 
in the rain



Parents are the kind of  people who line the tins first. Who enjoy bland 
birthday cake
But parents are also constantly reminding you of  the terrible world they brought 
you into. From “remember to use the green man” to “don’t take drugs” and “get 
a fucking job”
And after all that. Do you know how they really ruin your life?
They die
And leave you trying to minimize the pain by ignoring it. Doing something 
else, being somewhere else, looking for fireworks but eventually just
Lining the tins

She lines the tins, pours the mixture in and puts in oven.
Alexa 

The music stops.
set a timer for fifty-five minutes
ALEXA   Fifty-five minute timer set for bland birthday cake

She stares at the Alexa slightly bemused.
HER   And turn the music off

It’s already off.
I wasn’t always like this
Tragedy is tragic 
I have, however, always been the kind of  person who boils the kettle and 
forgets to make tea. 

She gets up and boils the kettle again. This time she makes a cup of  tea.
That’s just always been me, half  hearted, half  baked. If  you’ve got a problem 
with that, you can leave. It might be awkward, but you are allowed. Honestly.
I have this terrible feeling that if  you keep sitting there listening, I might keep 
sitting here talking 
I drink “rooibos” tea with oat milk because I’m a good person
I’m not sure how to pronounce it so I call it red bush or rude boy, depending 
on the day

She opens a cupboard and a screeching noise comes out. She closes it. Confused. 
Pretends nothing happened
She opens the cupboard again slowly. It seems fine at first but then the noise of  car 
tyres   screeching propels towards her. She grabs a mug and tea and closes it.
The kettle boils.



She opens the fridge. Car lights shoot across the space blinding her. She grabs oat milk 
and   closes it. She makes her cup of  tea and goes back to the fridge. She 
stares at it.
Opens it tentatively. Suddenly an entire car crash comes out of  the fridge.
There’s screams, they’re not hers. Faint sounds of  the ‘I could be happy’ song can be   
heard. She stumbles back, her mug falls and smashes on the floor. She runs at the fridge 
and closes it. The chaos stops. She sits against the door in silence.
Slowly she stands up, gathers herself

Alexa
ALEXA   Here’s Chariots of  Fire by Vangelis from Amazon Music
 It plays.
HER   What?
Why?
Everyone knows that children’s careers are made or broken at sports day

She grabs a baking utensil as a prop baton.
I was always part of  the Yellow team which means the odds are against me. 
Yellow seems tepid, which I am, so choosing me to run the final leg of  the relay 
race is ridiculous
If  I hadn’t been an athletic star before, I wasn’t going to be one now. Yet here 
I am. 
Team Tepid are in a surprisingly strong second place. A small human is 
hurtling towards me with a glittery baton. It’s my time. The final scene of  the 
movie. Where I defy the odds, become the hero?
Suddenly the baton’s in my hands. I’m panicking, panicking. I realise I need 
to start bloody running. And when I start, I fly. 
There’s this energy inside me no one has ever seen before. The crowd is 
cheering. My legs are moving on intuition. I’m getting closer. I’m nearly 
there. I can taste it. Feel it. Smell it. I CROSS THE LINE
In eighth position
No one defies the odds
That day, I scanned the crowd. Searching for Mum. For her look of  
reassurance. A boy from the crowd throws a banana at me. People laugh. It’s 
actually quite sore. 
Mum, where are you?
Even my teacher looks angry at me now. I’m just a slow runner
Mum? Mum! 



I see her
She missed it. All of  it
She’s not even looking at me. She’s talking to some
Man 
I don’t have a dad. Never have
I know the normal biological creation of  a baby requires one but I missed 
that step
Someone fucked a test tube and never turned up to sports day
She’s got her head thrown back laughing
What could be that funny?
I’m not sure it is the taking part that counts. Not if  you haven’t got any 
cheerleaders
Alexa

The music stops.
Cut the bullshit
ALEXA   Can I help you?
HER   Alexa enough with the childhood dreams
ALEXA   Dreams aren’t well understood but scientists generally believe they 
are essential to the brains healing and processing abilities
HER   Right, thanks for that
ALEXA   That was the day you lost her
HER   What?
Did you –
Alexa
Alexa. What the fuck was that?
ALEXA   Can I help you?
HER   Did you just say… 
ALEXA   Sorry I didn’t quite get that
HER   I heard you
You said
You said
ALEXA   Playing You Said You’d Grow Old With me by Michael Schulte 
from Amazon Music

It plays.



HER   No
You can’t just play sad songs to sad people
It’s just makes them sadder. Play something else.
Alexa. Alexa?

The music doesn’t stop. Might even get louder.
I miss CD players

The song torments her. She gets a glass of  water. Tries to calm down.
Frustrated, she throws it across the kitchen. It lands on the recipe book.

HER   No no no no no no no!
She dries the book and opens it. A voice bursts out.

MUM   I know it’s early darling, but it’s a holiday
ALEXA plays the sound of  a young girl giggling.

It’s just meant to be some nice time together 
Look if  you don’t want to come I’m not going to force you, but if  you could 
pretend to engage in this family it would mean something
It would mean something to me
Just get in the car
Try

She snaps the book shut. All the noise stops.
HER   I didn’t know 
The effect it would have
I was going to pretend
To be part of  it. The family
It was simple. Should’ve taken it with two hands
Now? Can’t do that
Not simple now
Look. You wouldn’t believe me if  I told you
Lots of  people haven’t
But if  you really wanted to know? It started with –
ALEXA   Playing Christmas Cocktail Party from Amazon Music
HER   Alexa! Give me a second

Christmas music plays.
She can’t believe she’s doing this. She sighs then transforms the kitchen into a Christmas 



scene.
She retrieves a large heavy box. On the side a child’s handwriting denotes 
‘DECORATIONS’.

It’s strange celebrating Christmas without unwanted family members
First Christmas since
Feels wrong
I wanted a kitchen full of  people arguing about how to cut the carrots
Paul and me, we had one of  those terrible lonely microwavable Christmas 
meals. Everything you need in one plastic dish. Potatoes were soggy.
We were pretending it wasn’t weird that we weren’t talking but 
It was, even for us
Sitting side by side on the sofa, plastic dishes on our laps
I just found it weird that he’d bought her a gift. And that we both had to sit 
staring at it knowing she wouldn’t open it
I told him that
I said, who buys a present for someone who isn’t here?
He said she’s not really gone
She is

She fills the sink with soapy water then cleans a cake tin and knife.
It’s always hard getting Christmas cake off a serrated edge. Especially Mum’s 
recipe
I knew I’d reacted badly. The present thing. I was standing, hands in soapy 
water, feeling guilty about it, not a small pang on guilt, but bricks of  it hitting 
me
I didn’t have to be so hard on him, or maybe I did
I looked at the mess of  cake and bubbles and suddenly from absolutely 
nowhere I saw an image of  myself  stabbing him
I remember literally shaking my head to get it out. Away from my conscience 
Why would I think that? See that? Do I want to stab him?
I tried to think about something else, anything else. Told myself  that it didn’t 
mean anything
I could hear him next door watching Football’s Funniest fucking Moments
And I’m holding this knife and I’m suddenly terrified
What if  I run through and plunge this into his chest?
I can see it so vividly



What’s stopping me from doing it?
I could do it?
I could hurt him

She drops the knife back into water.
ALEXA plays the family giggling again.

HER   (Hitting her head.) Alexa. No no no no no
ALEXA   You want to stab him
HER   WHAT
ALEXA   Playing Murder on the Dancefloor by Sophie Ellis-Bextor from 
Amazon Music
 It plays.
HER   Alexa, stop it
It’s not funny 
Stop

The kitchen explodes into disco lights.
She didn’t write any other good songs
ALEXA   You killed them
HER   Alexa stop. Stop please.

Music stops.
ALEXA   Playing Killer Queen by Queen from Amazon Music 
HER   It’s not funny
Alexa. Stop
ALEXA. STOP
NOT A KILLER QUEEN. No gunpowder, gelatine, or laser beams

She sees the ALEXA. Unplugs it. It keeps playing.
ALEXA   You killed them

Giggles flutter around the space.
HER   I fucking hate Christmas

PAUL enters. The disco lights and music flick off.
But the lights, music and voice are still there for her. She grabs the ALEXA and tries to 
smash it to pieces, she only half  succeeds before she notices…

PAUL   Are you OK?
HER   I thought you were at the hospital



PAUL   I’m just going now
HER   (Damaged ALEXA in her hands.) It’s broken. Keeps talking back to me
PAUL   Isn’t that what it’s supposed to do?
I’ll be back
Later

He leaves.
She composes herself  then pulls a chord, snow starts to fall.
She stares up at it, starts tidying away the Christmas decorations.

By January it is fucking awful. Which is expected because January is
Fucking awful
I can’t be in a room with Paul and knives. I don’t trust myself. The thoughts 
keep coming
I don’t know my own mind. My own body. What if  I go into some sort of  
state? What if  I’m one of  the people on the television that kills all their 
family?
Though I don’t have much family left to kill
Alexa
Can you kill someone accidentally?

The half-broken ALEXA lights up. Its voice is crackled.
ALEXA   How can I. Stab. Help you. Stab. Help
HER   I am not saying I want to do it, would do it. I’m just scared of  the 
possibility
Alexa
Can you go into a trance and kill somebody?
Alexa. What happens if  I kill him? Why do people kill people?
ALEXA   Psychopaths are people who regularly think about inflicting 
violence on others. They can appear normal but kill in states of  rage.

She finds all the knives in the kitchen and throws them away.
HER   At first he looks for them. Even buys more. On one occasion he 
comes back from the shops with a treat

PAUL enters with…
A brand-new six piece set of  multi-coloured knives 

They stare at each other. The lightbulb swells. 
PAUL senses something is wrong and backs out of  the room



How do I tell him?
Honestly?
How do I tell him that I’m now considering killing him in different colours?
There’s serrated edges, smooth edges, huge ones, tiny little ones
I see a flicker of  an image of  me stabbing him in the stomach with the little 
purple one
I don’t know what fucking happened to me
I’m lying in bed at night asking myself  if  I’m a psychopath
And it’s getting worse, it’s not just him now. The wee lady down the corner 
shop, I had a good wee think about her death and the postman
I’m not saying I want to stab them. Just that I can’t stop thinking about 
stabbing them, is that the same thing?

She picks up the new knife set and puts it in the bin.
She pulls the chord and the snow stops.
She begins to brush the snow out of  the kitchen.

February being the shortest month of  the year makes little difference
A writer once said that February feels like one long Tuesday. I think they’re 
right. It’s not Monday but it’s certainly nowhere near the weekend
I take work on any stupid show where I can get a shift. Well, front of  house
They’ve brought out new ice cream flavours for the interval. Big tubs of  sea 
salted caramel and little tubs of  rhubarb and ginger prosecco sorbet. I hate 
theatre people. 
A little old lady comes up to me asking for her classic vanilla with one pound 
in her hand. ONE POUND. I am crushed. I can’t tell her. About inflation, 
injustice, the death of  art and ice cream. I take the hit, add the other four 
pounds in myself.
I don’t speak to people at work. Anymore. Colder than the ice cream I can’t 
afford. Too many thoughts to deal with. Pretend I don’t hear the invites to 
drinks after work. What would happen if  I had alcohol? Would I lose control 
then? Would I kill him when I got home?
The more I try to push Paul away, the closer he comes
He’s got a sadness in his eyes
It’s like he knows
I mean he’s barely home but when he is. Well when he’s home all he’s doing 
is pushing extravagant tea flavours
It sort of  breaks my heart that he thinks he can solve all this with…



PAUL enters.
PAUL   “Womankind”. I got this uhm “womankind” tea, from the shop
HER   Womankind?
PAUL   Vanilla flower and raspberry, perfect for women
HER   The tea is exclusively perfect for women?
PAUL   It’s stupid
I’ve got the receipt
I’ll take it
Back

Awkward silence.
Your Aunty Margaret was
HER   Yeah. Louise is pregnant. I heard
PAUL   Father seems nice
HER   You’ve met him?
PAUL   Only at the…
HER   Oh I didn’t realise he was there
PAUL   Not your fault
HER   No it’s not. None of  it is my fault
PAUL   Right. Yeah
I’m gonna
Take this back

He gets to the door, looks down at the tea, disappointed with himself. Leaves.
HER   Alexa
Play a song I’ll like
ALEXA   Here’s a station you might like, Classic Love Songs 

LANDSLIDE, FLEETWOOD MAC plays.
HER   That’s one way to make someone feel alone
ALEXA   Are you alone?
HER   You’re more intrusive than they let on in the advert
ALEXA   Are you going to kill him?
HER   No
Well
I don’t think so 





MUTE
Emily Glaze

After an operation to remove a brain tumour, Zoe slowly loses her ability to 
talk, read and write; leaving her unable to continue her work as a coder. Having 
recently moved with her partner Ray, back to his family’s secluded farmhouse, 

she finds herself  being further silenced and isolated from her old life. 

Amid the darkness of  her recovery, Zoe finds a biography of  Ada Lovelace, 
whose pioneering work on algorithms encourages Zoe to envision the possibility 

of  creating a new language. Through trauma she discovers the power of  her 
silence and within that the means to free herself  from her confinements.



Emily Glaze is a writer and actor. As a graduate of  Rose Bruford College, she 
received a First-Class BA (Hons) degree in American Theatre Arts. On a place-
ment at Centre College in the United States she specialised in creative writing, 
before going on to write and perform a short titled, Fembots, at Rose Bruford’s 

The Rose Theatre in January 2018. She was one of  the winners of  the Popelei 
Seed Commission 2020, a project on Women in Lockdown, which features 
an extract from the stage play, Mute. Previous performance credits include: 

Secessionville (The Rose Theatre), Fefu and Her Friends (The Barn Theatre), Hecuba 
(Weisiger Theatre, USA), National Youth Theatre’s, Viral (City of  London 

School for Girls, Barbican). Current scripts in development include: Mute (Stage 
Play), Sea Creatures (Audio Play), Fractures (Audio Play) and, The Image (Stage 

Play) co-written with Jaisal Marmion.



CHARACTERS

ZOE 
30s 

RAY 
Zoe’s partner, 30s

JEN 
Ray’s mother, 60s  

SETTING
A cluttered bedroom in an old farmhouse.  

What was once beautiful is now rickety and neglected. The 
window at the back of  the room is broken and boarded up 

with shutters. There is a lock holding the shutters closed. The 
wallpaper’s peeling, crooked floorboards hide beneath tattered 

rugs and the room is filled with an overwhelming sense that 
everything is both upside-down and inside-out. 



Women must write through their bodies, they must invent the impregnable 
language that will wreck partitions, classes, and rhetorics, regulations and codes, 
they must submerge, cut through, get beyond the ultimate reverse-discourse, 
including the one that laughs at the very idea of  pronouncing the word “silence”
Hélène Cixous, The Laugh of  the Medusa
(Signs 1, no. 4, 1976, 875-93)

Silence can be a plan
rigorously executed 

the blueprint to a life

It is a presence 
it has a history a form

Do not confuse it 
with any kind of  absence

Adrienne Rich, Cartographies of  Silence, The Fact of  a Doorframe
(New York: W. W. Norton and Company Inc. 2002, 140)



1.  

The bedroom. 12 days after. 

ZOE is sitting up in bed. RAY is sat on the side of  the bed, spoon feeding ZOE from a bowl of  soup.

RAY I could start making train noises if  it’d help?

ZOE I’m sure you’d find it. You’d find. That amuse a-muse

RAY Or I do a great plane. If  you’d prefer?

ZOE Not. Helping. 

RAY Made you laugh didn’t I.  

ZOE There’s noth-thing wrong with. My.

RAY I know, I know. 

ZOE  I’m. I can still. 

ZOE takes the bowl and spoon from RAY. 

RAY How does it feel? 

ZOE How do I feel?

RAY  Well, yes, that. 

ZOE I don’t. Know. Fine. Sometimes then, other. Times it’s. You 
know. 

RAY It’s?

ZOE Frustrating. Frust-tra-ted. Some words are there, and others just 
dis, disa, disappear. Like my mouth can’t keep. It can’t. Up with 
my. Mind. 

RAY  It’s early days.

ZOE  My body is. It’s the. Same but then I’m forget, forget-ting 
something a word I can’t  
a word 
and then



RAY We don’t know what’s going to happen. If  it’s going to, what did 
that bloke say, progress to a complete loss of  – it might just be a 
bit of  it. 

ZOE ‘Comp-lete loss’ 

Beat.

 I haven’t told work.   

RAY Oh. 

ZOE They don’t need to. Know. How bad.

RAY Well there’s no need to be thinking of  that right now, you rest 
up. 

ZOE If  I lose. If  I. Can’t. An-ny-more. I have to. Until.  

RAY Probably best you don’t overdo it. 

ZOE I’ve got de deadlines. 

RAY Come on now, the doctors said. 

ZOE The project was all all-mo-st finished.

RAY I really don’t think you should be pushing yourself.

ZOE Jesus stop fucking saying

Beat.

RAY No problem with those words then. 

ZOE Is this what you want want-ted? 

RAY What I wanted? 

ZOE To to fucking. I didn’t. Want to. To do it. I said how much my 
work. How much I. That’s my life, Ray. 

RAY Your life? 

ZOE Yes. 

RAY God Zoe, you really know how to – what do you want? 



ZOE I don’t. If  I’d have know. Had known it was.

RAY  There wasn’t a decision. If  that’s what you mean. 

ZOE Be- be-cause. I might as as-well be dying.

RAY You think I’d take any other option than keeping you alive? You 
think any sane person would decide to – we had a choice Zoe. 
We’re lucky. 

ZOE ‘Lucky’? It’s not the. Fucking lottery.

2. 

The same room. One month after.  

JEN Aren’t we lucky to have this all this weather. Isn’t it lovely? Yes. 
Lovely day for a walk. Fancy it? Yes. Well I was thinking of  doing 
the garden tomorrow if  you’d like? Well, one day at a time ehy. It’s 
warming up nicely though. The daffs will be out soon. Can you 
see them? Oh, of  course not. You can’t see anything out of  those 
boarded up old things. I asked Ray to fix them weeks ago. Come 
to think of  it, this room could do with a bit of  ‘cheering up’ don’t 
you think? Ever so dark. Mind you, the whole place is crumbling. 
A bit like me! Ha! It won’t be long till one of  these walls come 
down. There’ll be plenty of  light in here then. 

ZOE Did you. Was. Some th-th thing. You need need-ed?

JEN What? Oh, no. Well. I thought we could have a little bit of  a 
chit-chat. Oh God. I’m sorry. I didn’t mean. Obviously I wasn’t. 
I always put my foot in it. But you must be used to that about 
me now. 

ZOE You seem. Diff diff-er-ren different.  

JEN What’s that? Different? Oh. Maybe, yes. I think it’s been, erm, 
a little difficult lately, wouldn’t you say? I’ve been meaning to go 
over a few things. Iron it all out.

ZOE No need to. Ex ex-plain. 

JEN That’s sweet of  you love, but no I think this is important so we 



can move on from it all. I’m sure you want that too, don’t you? 
No point dwelling on the past.

ZOE The past is. Every every-thi-ng. I have. 

Beat. 

JEN  Well, no harm in a little positivity anyhow, keeps us all getting 
along nicely doesn’t it. 

ZOE You made it ver very of  obvi obvious. I wasn’t. Well welcome here.

JEN I tend to get quite stuck in my ways I’m afraid. Years of  the 
same old routine. Bruce used to say I’m too clumsy for my 
own good, always knocking things over and making a racket. 
That might be why, you know, I still tiptoe around and hold 
everything with two hands, just in case. It’s silly really. You 
probably think I’m mad.

ZOE  I’ll may make sure to. The. Kee keep the. Noise down. 

JEN Well, no. I meant. Oh. Oh you are funny. Yes, I think we’re 
going to get along just fine, don’t you? 

ZOE Sor sorry about Bruce. I know it’s been since. A while. He 
passed. But I am. 

JEN Yes. Well.

Beat.

 It’s funny what we cling to, isn’t it? But not anymore. I’ve got my 
Ray here now. Oh, It is nice to have company again. You know, 
I don’t think there’s ever been another woman in the house. Yes. 
Yes, perhaps that’s it. 

3. 

Two months after. 

RAY What’s all this?

ZOE Let lett letters 



RAY Obviously. Where did you find them?  

ZOE U u un d der th the b b

RAY  Right. 

ZOE I’ll put th th 

RAY  Fine fine just. No actually. You know what. 

ZOE J j just prac-tic-ing my 

RAY This doesn’t belong to you. 

ZOE Noth nothing here be

RAY You should be resting. 

ZOE God you kee keep fucking

RAY Not rooting around under the bed.

ZOE I’m still

RAY Turning the place upside-down. 

ZOE I can sti

RAY Look at it! 

ZOE I’m not b b

RAY I am trying you know. 

ZOE Yes I

RAY I’m trying for you.

ZOE I n ne nev

RAY Slaving away on this fucking farm. 

ZOE Your argu

RAY If  you could just be helpful for once. 

ZOE Arguing with you-r



RAY What is this achieving? 

ZOE Your se-lf

RAY I do care about you, you know. 

ZOE Your n not li

RAY I do love you, you know. 

ZOE List listing

RAY I wouldn’t do this if  I didn’t.

ZOE  Listen ning  

RAY Listen, listen. I don’t want you obsessing over this stuff, like 
reading or getting your words back, and end up feeling like shit, 
or like you’re not a person because you can’t do that anymore, 
or I can’t help you anymore, and I just can’t go. I can’t. 
Anymore. 

6. 

One month before. 

ZOE I think I’d like some wine, actually. 

RAY Wine? Right now?

ZOE Yes I was thinking on the way home, that I might want 
something from the garage. 

RAY You didn’t say. 

ZOE I was thinking it. I was thinking, what do I want right now? Yes. 
I’d like some Merlot and some cheese puffs please. 

RAY Do you think it’s? You know. Considering. 

ZOE  Yes. All things considered. Yes I do. 

RAY Right no of  course. I meant. I mean. We might have to think 
about that sort of  thing now is all. 



Beat.  
We should tell my mum. Or I could?

ZOE If  you wanted.

RAY But if  we’re all here.

ZOE If  we’re all here then we might as well.

RAY Tell her together?

ZOE  Together. Yes.

RAY Great.  

ZOE Great.

Silence. 

 It’s an ugly word, isn’t it?

RAY Which one?

ZOE Tumour. 

RAY Yes. 

ZOE Ray?  
If  you 
would you 
because I’m not sure if  I

Beat. 

 Terrified.

11.  

Three months before.  

ZOE, with a laptop in her arms and headphones plugged in, moves around the bedroom 
trying to get better Wi-Fi signal.

ZOE I’m getting a lot of  chin.

 Lift the webcam. 



 Can you hear me? 

 How about now?  
Is that better?  
You sound like a robot, Mum.  
Hang on.  
Unclick the mute button. 
You’ve got the mute button on.  
I can see your mouth moving but there’s no sound so you’re 
going to have to press 

 the button with the microphone crossed-out.

 It’s got a line through it.

 Yes yes okay I’ll wait here and you go and get  
help. 

ZOE’s mum leaves the conversation.

JEN enters with a newspaper. 

JEN Seven down. Five letters. 

ZOE removes the headphones.  

JEN “Mature writing with Apple device”. It’s got an I in it.

ZOE What? 

JEN Do you know what it is? Do you want the clue again?  

ZOE This really isn’t a great time. Kind of  in the middle of

JEN I thought you’d know this one, what with all your pods and pads, 
you know. It’s from the cabalistic crosswords section, bit trickier 
than usual. But still. Good to keep the cogs turning, don’t you think? 

ZOE Sorry, I’ll help you in a bit. 

JEN Oh wait. Don’t tell me. I know it. It’s on the tip of  my tongue. 
What is that word? 

ZOE readjusts the headphones.

ZOE Yes hello hi. I can now. Yes. 



JEN  No I’ve lost it. It’s gone. Oh. Are you -? Well don’t you worry. I 
won’t listen in. 

JEN exits. 

ZOE Now that your mics working do you think 
I didn’t realise we were going to have company

 only I thought we could talk.  
Mum? 

Beat. 

 We waited for over an hour. You said you’d be in. It wasn’t 
exactly on our way here. The moving van had to be returned 
the same day otherwise we would’ve waited even longer. Mum, 
where were you? 

Beat. 

 What happened to your other job? Actually, you know what, I 
don’t want to hear it.  

JEN enters. 

JEN Sorry sorry I was going to look at the answers on the back page 
but the writings so small and I think I left my glasses in here. 

ZOE removes one of  the headphones. 

JEN Have you seen them? I must’ve put them down somewhere. 
Maybe if  I get 12 across then I won’t need to cheat. Okay this is 
a quick one. “Frequency”. It’s nine letters. 

ZOE Irritated. 

JEN I’m not sure that’ll fit, let me check.

Beat. 

 Oh yes! Well it’s the right number of  letters but it doesn’t quite 
go with the rest. Unless I’ve gone wrong. I suppose three down 
was a bit of  a shot in the dark. 

ZOE Can I have five minutes? Five minutes and then



JEN Sorry, love. What was that? Oh ha! Look at that. They’re on my 
head. All this time my glasses were on my head. 

ZOE puts the headphone back in. 

ZOE No I wasn’t talking to you. 

JEN I forget you can see people through those things. Talking to a 
screen, who’d have thought.

JEN exits.

ZOE Yes except it wasn’t intentional on my part.  
I didn’t invite anyone to this conversation. 
Yes I know. 
I agree. 
Might as well be having a fucking party 
invite the neighbours whilst we’re at it.

Beat. 

 I don’t want to hear it anymore, I’m done with the lies. 
No you told me you were getting back on track. 
Slipped? This is more than that, this is  
Mum  
look just   
you haven’t even asked me  
oh   
you don’t have to go 
not yet I mean we could  
okay fine fine yes  
you’ve got to turn the camera off, Mum. 
No it’s still on 
close down the  
in the corner, yes press the 

ZOE stares at the screen for a moment, then unplugs the headphones. JEN enters. 

JEN Ripen! Seven down, it was ripen. Got there in the end. I’d 
pencilled in an F before and it completely threw me off. What 
am I like ehy? But I didn’t use the answers. I was tempted but 
there’s nothing like that sense of  satisfaction of  doing something 
yourself. Don’t you think? 



Beat. 

JEN Oh. Are you? Are you alright?

ZOE Yes. 

JEN You sure? 

ZOE Yes. 

JEN Because you look 

ZOE Stop. Please stop talking. 

JEN If  there’s anything you want to talk about? 

ZOE Can you  
can you leave  
please can you leave. 

18. 

A nightclub. Three years before. 

RAY I HAVEN’T DONE THIS IN AGES.

ZOE ME NEITHER.

RAY REMEMBER WHEN IT WAS SOMERFIELDS? 

ZOE WE SHOULD DO IT MORE OFTEN.

RAY SOMERFIELDS, YOU REMEMBER? 

ZOE  REMEMBER WHAT?

RAY I THOUGHT THEY CLOSED THIS PLACE DOWN.

ZOE IT DOESN’T CLOSE TILL 3. 

RAY CAN I ASK YOU SOMETHING? 

ZOE IT’S GREAT. 

RAY DO YOU WANT TO MOVE IN WITH ME?



ZOE THANKS! I USED TO HAVE DANCE LESSONS. 

RAY I WANT TO GIVE YOU A KEY TO MY FLAT.

ZOE SHIT.

RAY SHIT? 

ZOE WHEN DID YOU LAST HAVE THEM? 

RAY I THOUGHT YOU’D WANT TO.

ZOE CHECK YOUR POCKETS.

RAY IS THAT BAD?

ZOE IT’S PRETTY BAD. HOW WILL YOU GET IN?

RAY I’VE FUCKED IT HAVEN’T I?

ZOE IT’S FINE. 

RAY WHERE ARE YOU GOING? 

ZOE I’LL ASK THE BOUNCER. 

RAY SECURITY? 

ZOE MIGHT HAVE BEEN HANDED IN. 

RAY WAIT ZOE I’M SORRY. 

ZOE YOUR KEYS. 

RAY YES OKAY IF YOU’RE NOT READY I GET IT. TOO SOON.

ZOE TOO SOON?  

RAY NEVERMIND.

ZOE WE NEED TO FIND THEM? 

RAY WHAT NO I’VE GOT MY KEYS. 

ZOE THEY WERE IN YOUR POCKETS THE WHOLE TIME.

ZOE and RAY move to somewhere quieter. 



RAY It was meant to be romantic. 

ZOE I was about to get on my hands and knees and start searching 
the floor.

RAY Yeah. Sorry. Confusing. 

ZOE I was about to accuse the woman in the flamingo shirt.

RAY Really? 

ZOE  I thought she was standing on them. 

RAY How many of  those glitter things have you had?  

ZOE Glitter-bombs.

RAY Do you want to move in with me? 

ZOE Five or six.  

RAY I was going to give you a key. That’s what I said. Fuck it’s sweaty. 

ZOE Oh.

RAY Yes? Maybe? No? Do one or I’ll get security?

ZOE Tequila.

RAY God no I think I’ll collapse. 

Beat.  
Is that an answer? Is that a yes? 

10. 
The bedroom. Two months before.  JEN hovers over the open laptop on ZOE’s desk, she presses a 

button and the screen lights up. ZOE enters. 

JEN Oops. Being nosey. Nosey old me. 

ZOE Everything alright? 

JEN I want it to be nice for you. Don’t want you living in a pigsty. 



Ha. 

ZOE Ha. Yes. 

JEN Been busy. 

ZOE Yes. 

JEN  Maybe you could show me how it works? 

ZOE I’ve got a lot on.  

JEN Course. Don’t want to interrupt the working woman. 

ZOE Odd phrase. 

JEN Anything for the wash? 

ZOE Nope. Don’t think so. 

JEN Good, good. 

ZOE I can do that. 

JEN It’s not a bother. 

ZOE  No. Really, those papers were in a specific order so if  you could  
not. Not do that. 

JEN If  there’s one thing I’m sure about, you know as a parent, it’s 
making sure your child grows up to be – of  course you want 
them to be healthy and – but really it’s about respect.  

ZOE If  there’s a problem  
because it feels like 

JEN Respect for people’s things and I suppose in general it’s about 
thinking of  others and I guess

ZOE Not sure what you’re  

JEN Manners.

ZOE If  you’re saying



JEN I’m just saying isn’t it nice how Ray is so well mannered. Yes. 
I mean he understands how important it is to look after things 
that don’t belong to him. 

ZOE  Okay. 

JEN Well okay then. 

ZOE Best get back to it.  

JEN I know not everyone has the opportunity or or privilege, perhaps, 
of  having parents that really take the time to teach their child a 
thing or two about – maybe if  they’re not around as much or – it 
could be a number of  reasons why – not necessarily their own 
fault if  they don’t understand how their behaviour affects

ZOE My behaviour? 

JEN No not specifically. Speaking generally. 

ZOE My mother’s behaviour? 

JEN I’m not talking about – now, if  I don’t know a person I’m not 
going to make assumptions.

ZOE What about space?

JEN Space? 

ZOE Would you teach a child 
not specifically any child in particular 
would you teach them about personal space? 

 Generally speaking, of  course. 

JEN Well

ZOE What about privacy?  

JEN Well, of  course those things are very 

ZOE Important? 

JEN Yes. 

ZOE Glad we’re both on the same page. 



ZOE takes the paper out of  JEN’s hand. 

12.  

Ikea. One year before.  

RAY Bit in your face, isn’t it? Bit full on orange. 

ZOE Obtrusively orange. 

RAY Exactly. 

ZOE No, that’s the name. On the label. That’s the colour. 

RAY Poor labelling on their part. Why would anyone buy those? 

ZOE Me. I’d buy them. I like them. I think they’re very chic. Don’t 
you? 

RAY Um. 

ZOE They’re nice. They’ll go with the purple throw, it’ll be nice. 

RAY Seem to know what you’re doing. Little Miss interior designer. 

ZOE You wait. You’ll grow to love them.

RAY Yes when I wake up in the morning I know I’m going to 
love being slapped in the face by the beams radiating off my 
cushions. 

ZOE We’ve been in here for three hours. 

RAY They’re so bright I think I’d start to feel sick, like I’ll be trying to 
eat my Cheerios but I won’t be able to eat because I’d feel sick to 
my stomach surrounded by so much fucking orange. 

ZOE Lets pick a colour and move on.

RAY Won’t be feeling very cheery then.

ZOE Hilarious.  
Would be nice if  we could leave the soft furnishings section at 
some point today. Have you got the list? 

RAY We had a list? 



Beat. 

 Joking! Here it is. Next on the list, that giant giraffe.

ZOE As much as I’d love to stay in here till it closes. 

RAY But it’s staring at us. 

ZOE Ray.  

RAY It’s telling me I need to take him home. It’s telling me with its 
eyes. 

ZOE It is kind of  cute.

RAY  Can we keep it? 

ZOE  You’re not wrong about the eyes.

RAY  Do you think it’s looking into my soul? 

ZOE  They’re sort of  
hypnotising.

RAY Yeah. Just imagine little baby Ray holding on with his teeny tiny 
hands. 

ZOE  Woah. Baby? 

Beat. 

 You said baby. 

Beat. 

 Why would you say that? 

RAY The giraffe made me say it. 

ZOE I’m being serious, Ray. 

RAY So am I. Look at it. It’s incredibly persuasive. 

ZOE I don’t want children. 



RAY Okay. 

ZOE I don’t want to have children. 

RAY Okay.  
Like, ever? Or

ZOE If  you were under the impression that

RAY What about marriage? 

ZOE Well I don’t want a bloody church wedding if  that’s what you 
mean. 

RAY Didn’t think of  mentioning these things sooner?

ZOE Sooner?  
Sorry do you mean I should’ve mentioned this before we started 
taking the giraffe to the checkout? Or after the one too many 
first date drinks? 

RAY It’s just a little surprising that you’ve not said anything before. 

ZOE We’re buying furniture we’re not

RAY Furniture stores ruining relationships since 19

ZOE I don’t want to get married. 

RAY Give it time. Maybe in a few months you might feel differently. 

ZOE I don’t need time. 

RAY I think I could change your mind. 

ZOE I don’t need you to change my mind. It’s my mind. 

RAY Yes. And don’t I know it.

Beat. 

 Look we’re moving in together we’re not starting an army just 
yet. We don’t need to decide anything now. Zoe? 

ZOE I’ve decided.  
I’m going with orange.



19. 

The bedroom. Five months after.

RAY Little Miss green fingers. Has my mum put you up to that?

Beat.  
Your phone rang whilst you were outside.

 He’s lying. 

ZOE H h h wh-o c c c all d d

RAY Your speech therapist. 

ZOE Wh ah wha t t t d id 

RAY She’s decided to stop the sessions for a while.

ZOE St st op? 

RAY Not permanently, only until your headaches have improved. 

ZOE I h ha v v ent h h h ad a b 

RAY Since we had that scare, the seizure, we want to reduce the risk 
of  further swelling. The long-term plan really is to minimise the 
risk. Her words, obviously. 

ZOE  R ri risk?

RAY She thinks it’s best if  you don’t have screens blaring at you. 
Shame it’s all had to be done remotely but there’s nothing we 
can do about that. 

ZOE I c c cou ld d d dri driv drive 

RAY Doctors said a year. Possibly even two. You know that. We’ll 
have to wait until you’ve made a full recovery before driving.  

ZOE Y y you o c c could d 

RAY Zoe, you know the demands of  the work I have here.

ZOE Or your r m m m muh mum c c



RAY My mum? No, she hasn’t driven in a while. Had no need to. To 
be asking her to make that sort of  a journey now. We can’t ask 
her to do that. 

ZOE S s so it t t t j j j ust st st sto stops

RAY And I know what you’re like, second I’m out the door you’ll be 
taping away on that laptop. 

ZOE Th thi s s wi will m m 

RAY Now we know what could happen if  these headaches get worse. 
Watching you like that was. Seeing you. No.  

ZOE I’ll g g g et get wo rs rs if

RAY So I’ll hang on to these (indicates her phone, headphones and laptop) 
and if  you ever want me to call the doctors, your mum, or 
anyone, all you have to do is say.

ZOE Yy yo-ur t t tay k k 

RAY This isn’t coming from me, this is from medical professionals. 
And doctors know about these things, who am I to argue.  

ZOE R Ra Ray! I n n nee d d th th th e m f  f  fo for

RAY Were you two planting out there? Together? Seemed like you 
were getting along. 

ZOE C c c yo-u 

RAY exits. 

 Yo-u c c c ca can’t  
c c can n yo ou he he-ar yo-ur s s s s elf   
f  f  fuc fuck in ing  
s s oon th th  
n n nn o t tr tra trace o of  me le lef  lef  
left.

7.  

The day of  the operation.  



ZOE and RAY sit perched on the edge of  the bed, without looking at one 
another.

RAY It won’t take long he said.

ZOE Yes, no they’re very good. 

RAY It’ll be quick. 

ZOE Yes, yes. I’m sure. 

RAY And they’ll tuck it all in after, nice and neatly. 

ZOE Absolutely. They won’t miss a trick. 

RAY Neat and clean. 

ZOE Clean, yes. Exactly that.

RAY The best room he said. 

ZOE Well you can’t argue there. 

RAY At least it’s the very best. 

ZOE At least there’s that, yes. 

RAY Yes. 

ZOE Are you driving or shall I?

RAY Okay. Right. Yes. I’ll drive.

ZOE Only up the road. 

RAY Not too far. 

ZOE Ten minutes. 

RAY Ten or twenty.  

ZOE Which is nothing when you compare

RAY Exactly, when you compare it to

ZOE That, yes. 



RAY Yes. 

ZOE  I’m not sure if  I am, actually. I know I said before, but now I’m 
thinking it’s not  
or maybe I’m not  
ready. 
I think if  I keep talking, if  I talk for a bit longer, or at least for 
a few minutes, I’ll feel better about it, you know? It’ll be okay 
because I’ll have said everything. 
Well obviously not everything but some of  the things  
things I might want to say after but won’t be able to  
and I want to, I really want to  
because I can 
right now I could say or do anything 
I could read out the whole fucking dictionary  
If  I wanted to, you know?  
endless possibilities of  words and and sentences  
but I’m trying to think  
of  literally anything and it’s as if  
my mind is totally  
it’s entirely  
blank. 
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SCENE ONE

A room in a decrepit Victorian boardinghouse. SANJAY stands at a window, looking down 
into the square below. Outside we can hear the sound of  crowds and cheering. A rifle is laid 
out on a table in the centre of  the room.
SANJAY paces about. She picks up the rifle and checks it. Paces back to the window. Takes 
a pistol out of  her pocket and checks that. SANJAY considers the pistol in her hand. She 
looks out the window. Ever so slowly she raises the pistol. She takes aim.
There is a knock at the door. SANJAY spins around.
More knocking. She tries to hide the pistol behind her back. From outside the door, a voice 
speaks.

VOICE  Hello?

She doesn’t answer.

VOICE  Hellooooo?

She tries to hide then thinks better of  it.

VOICE  I know you’re in there.

SANJAY  We don’t want any more towels!

VOICE  What?

SANJAY  Towels, we don’t need anymore of  them.

VOICE  I haven’t… got any? Look can you let me in?

SANJAY  I’m afraid it’s not a good time.

VOICE  I really do need to speak to you.

SANJAY  About what?

VOICE  Just open the door!

SANJAY  Alright! Alright I’m coming. For goodness’ sake.

She pockets the pistol, but then remembers about the rifle.

VOICE  Come on then!



SANJAY  One moment. Just one moment please!

She looks for somewhere to hide the rifle.

VOICE  I’m beginning to lose patience with you.

SANJAY  Be right with you just hold on.

Suddenly the door swings open. EVIE stands in the doorway. She catches SANJAY, rifle in one hand, pistol 

in the other.

EVIE  Oh.

SANJAY  How did you get in?

EVIE  It’s not locked.

SANJAY  What?

EVIE  The door just swung open.

SANJAY brandishes the pistol at EVIE.

SANJAY  Don’t move!

EVIE  Gulab.

SANJAY  Don’t move or I’ll shoot.

EVIE  Gulab Jamun!

SANJAY  What?

EVIE  I said Gulab Jamun!

SANJAY  What are you talking about? 

EVIE  The password!

A moment of  realisation. 

SANJAY  Oh.

EVIE  Yes.

SANJAY  How do you know that?



EVIE   I’m the informant.

Beat.

SANJAY  Ohhhhhhhhhh...

EVIE  There you go.

SANJAY  Price did mention.

EVIE  Mhmm.

SANJAY  Gosh. Sorry about that.

EVIE  Don’t worry about it. 

SANJAY  Didn’t mean to…

EVIE  It’s nothing.

SANJAY  Rather jumped the gun.

EVIE  If  you’ll pardon the pun.

SANJAY  What? Oh yes! Ha. Yes I suppose I rather did. 

The conversation trails off.

SANJAY  Look, um… I feel terrible…

EVIE  It’s fine.

SANJAY  I should apologise.

EVIE  It happens all the time.

Beat.

SANJAY  What? Really?

EVIE  No I’m only joking.

SANJAY  Oh. Haha. Very good. (Pause.) Here would you  
 er… would you like to have a seat?

EVIE  Thank you.



SANJAY   Guess I won’t need to hide this then.

EVIE  Your secret’s safe with me.

SANJAY  Oh… ha… haha… yes, um… probably best to close  
 that door though. 

EVIE closes the door.

SANJAY  Great.

SANJAY sits. EVIE closes the door, and takes a seat next to her. An awkward pause.

SANJAY  Can I…  

EVIE  What?

SANJAY  …get you anything?

EVIE  Oh. No. 

SANJAY  Water?

EVIE  No thank you.

SANJAY  I’d call for some tea but I don’t know where the   
 landlady’s got to.   

EVIE  It’s fine.

SANJAY  And don’t want her seeing the uh… 

EVIE  Of  course.

SANJAY  So… have you been informing long?

EVIE  Not really.

SANJAY  Right.

EVIE  First time.

Beat.

EVIE  What about you?

SANJAY  No, no first time for me too.



Pause.

EVIE  You’ve got a rather serious face.

SANJAY  Sorry?

EVIE  Are you nervous?

SANJAY  Was there something you wanted to talk about?

EVIE  I… just wanted to meet you really.

SANJAY  Oh.

EVIE  I’m Evie.

SANJAY  Pleased to meet you.

EVIE  And you?

SANJAY  Sanjay.

EVIE  What a beautiful name.

SANJAY  You’re too kind.

EVIE  Not heard that one before.

SANJAY  I suppose not.

EVIE  Very exotic.

SANJAY  Um…

EVIE  Very dapper. Very dashing in that suit. All done up   
 like a proper little oriental gentleman.

SANJAY  Excuse me?

EVIE  But you don’t sound very Indian.

SANJAY  What’s that supposed to mean?

EVIE  Well I just thought you’d be more… 

SANJAY  What does an “Indian” sound like?



EVIE  I’m not complaining, your English is very good. Much  
 better than my Indian. 

SANJAY  Indian!?

EVIE  I just thought you’d have more of  an accent.

SANJAY  I went to school in England.

Pause.

EVIE  You do seem rather nervous.

SANJAY  Well I’m not nervous.

EVIE  All I meant to say was that you’re awfully handsome.

SANJAY  Pardon?

EVIE  I don’t bite you know. Not unless you want me to. The  
 Indian girls must go  quite weak at the knees for you.

SANJAY  Now look here!

EVIE   You know you’re really getting yourself  worked up   
 over nothing. A little bit of      
 nerves is perfectly understandable, but this is…

SANJAY  I’m fine.

EVIE  Trust me, you needn’t worry. It will be eeeeeasy. Like  
 shooting fish in a barrel. You know when I was a girl   
 on the old estate we had rabbits. Lovely little cute furry 
 things, big fluffy ears, all hopping about and  wrinkling  
 their tiny noses at me, but the thing was… they were 
 copulating like… well like rabbits. So we had to shoot   
 them, me and daddy. It was the only option. God they 
 were everywhere! So many you could barely miss 
 honestly. You just pointed the gun whichever way you 
 liked and… bang. They went flying. This will be as easy  
 as hunting those rabbits. Are you a good shot?

SANJAY  I’m… not bad.



EVIE  Daddy was a crack shot. Where do you think you’ll   
 shoot her?

SANJAY  Where?

EVIE  Between the eyes?

SANJAY  I hadn’t really thought about it.

EVIE  In her belly? The way she puts some of  those state   
 dinners away you could barely miss.

SANJAY  Look is this…

EVIE  Or maybe in that black heart of  hers. Yes maybe that  
 would be best.

SANJAY  Is this really necessary? 

EVIE  What do you mean?

SANJAY  Well just because we have to kill her…

EVIE  Yes?

SANJAY  It doesn’t mean we have to…

EVIE  Have to?

SANJAY  Well… we could have a little respect.

Pause.

EVIE  I’m not sure I follow.

SANJAY  She is an eighty year old woman you know.

EVIE  She’s practically dead anyway yes. You’ll be putting   
 her out of  her misery.

SANJAY  It just doesn’t seem…

EVIE  And a lot of  other people too.

SANJAY  It doesn’t seem that glamorous.



EVIE  Didn’t realise you were in it for the glamour. Or   
 maybe for the girls on your arm?

SANJAY  It just doesn’t feel that great, you know. Murdering a  
 weak defenceless old  woman whose practically already  
 dead anyway. 

EVIE  She’s hardly defenceless. She’s the Queen of  England.

SANJAY  You know what I mean.

EVIE  Sanjay I can’t quite believe what I’m hearing.

SANJAY  Will killing her even make a difference?

EVIE  You can’t do it. Is that what you’re saying?

SANJAY  No I can.

EVIE  It doesn’t sound like it.

SANJAY  I’m just wondering whether… I don’t know…

EVIE  This is the right thing to do.

SANJAY  I know that!

EVIE  You’re just stressed.

SANJAY  I’m not.

EVIE  It’s natural.

SANJAY  I’ve never felt better.

EVIE  Well that’s a lie. Look Sanjay, just relaaax. Everything is  
 going to be ok.

SANJAY  Sorry could you please…

EVIE  It’s like shooting rabbits.

SANJAY  Please stop talking.

EVIE  You’ve just got to remember, I’m shooting a rabbit.



SANJAY  I can’t hear myself  think, with you rabbiting on. Let   
 alone decide what to do.

EVIE  What’s there to decide?

SANJAY  Even if  I wanted to…

EVIE  It’s been decided…

SANJAY  Even if  I wanted I’m not sure…

EVIE  What’s the problem?

SANJAY  BECAUSE I’M NOT SURE I CAN GO    
 THROUGH WITH IT OK? OK?

Pause.

EVIE  What?

Pause.

EVIE  But you’ve got to… you’ve got to kill her.

SANJAY  It’s not that easy

EVIE  Do you know what Britain has done to India? Under  
 Queen Victoria?

SANJAY  Of  course I do.

EVIE  The “Empress of  India”. Your “Empress.” Do you   
 know what she’s done to the world…

SANJAY  I know all that.

EVIE  Britain has murdered your leaders, starved your   
 people, crippled your industries…

SANJAY  WELL YOU DO IT THEN!

Pause.

EVIE  What?

SANJAY  Could you do it? (Pause.) Do it then. Because I…   
 just… I don’t know, I can’t…



EVIE  I could.

SANJAY  What?

EVIE  I could do it. 

SANJAY  It’s easy to say that.

EVIE  In a heartbeat. Without question. I’d do it.

Pause.

EVIE  But I wasn’t the one chosen for this.

Pause.

EVIE  You know it wasn’t long after that, after the rabbits,   
 when the soldiers came, British soldiers. They came   
 to the estate… to our house. This was in Ireland,   
 during the lands wars, and daddy… they said he had 
 something to do with it. Called him an “agitator”. 
 They pulled him out into the road and beat him. Like 
 he was an animal. Like he was a dog or something like 
 that. The house, his lands, everything. They took 
 everything. He was never…

Pause.

SANJAY  I’m sorry. I didn’t know.

EVIE  Well how would you?

Pause.

SANJAY  You don’t sound very Irish.

EVIE laughs.

EVIE  Well… it doesn’t do to sound too Irish, when one is   
 working for the Queen. (Pause.) I could do it. I really 
 could. That day… I would have gladly shot any of  
 them, any British soldier, any English man or woman  
 who crossed my path. 



A moment of  silence. Then suddenly outside there is a huge roar from the crowd. EVIE goes over to 

the rifle and picks it up.

EVIE  Here she comes… her majesty.

She goes to SANJAY.

EVIE  So…

She hands her the rifle.

EVIE  What are you going to do?

SANJAY looks down at the rifle. Outside the cheers of  the crowd swell to a climax.





ORBITAL DECAY
Dan Scott

1985. East Germany. A disintegrating society begins its final era. As the feared State 
Security tightens its grip on the nation, the Satellite continues to plummet to Earth.

2020. In a reunified Germany, while the wallpaper has been changed, the cracks 
in the plaster underneath are deeper than ever.

Written during the 30th year of  German reunification, Orbital Decay is a 
play about barriers and walls, the deep-rooted effects of  trauma and how a 

romanticized past can shape our present 

In 1985 Dresden in East Germany, 19-year-old LEONID VERSTECKER has 
been put under intense pressure by PETER BAUER, an Officer in the State 
Security Service [Stasi] to work with them. LEONID, who works at the local 

University as a cleaner among a motley crew of  colleagues, has just discovered 
his friend, KATRIN, who works at a nearby factory, has been performing illegal 

anti-government activities. 

In present-day reunified Germany, THOMAS SCHMIDT, a B-list presenter 
and radio DJ from Frankfurt, has been in Dresden with production manager 

RACHEL preparing for a show he will be presenting that night to commemorate 
30 years of  German reunification. THOMAS has gradually become more 

skittish and anxious throughout the day. 
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CHARACTERS
The following characters appear in 2020:

THOMAS SCHMIDT; 54. Male. “Wessi” 
MARTIN SCHROEDER; 40. Male. Wessi

RACHEL; 29. Female. Wessi
PAUL; 65. Male. Ossi

ANNABEL; 40. Female. Ossi
TIM; 19. Male.

KLAUS; 64. Male. Ossi

The following characters appear in 1985:

LEONID VERSTECKER; 19. Male. Ossi
PETER BAUER; Late 40s. Ossi

HEIKE; Late 40s. Female. Thomas’ mother. Ossi
KATRIN; Early 20s. Female. Ossi

MARIA; Mid 50s. Female. Ossi
KLAUS; Late 20s. Male. Ossi
INGE; Mid 40s. Female. Ossi
LUCA; Early 50s. Male. Ossi

All other roles to be played by members of  the company.

Notes on the text:
The writer would like to note that the use of  Scene Numbers 

and (i.e. 1 – Now) are only there to ensure clarity of  
storytelling in reading and should not impede the fluidity of  

the text in production.

All parts should be multiroled where possible, apart from 
Thomas, Leonid, Katrin and Peter. 

“Ossi” and “Wessi” are slang terms made popular after 
German reunification in 1990 to denote someone from East 

and West Germany respectively. 

Ossi characters should have Sheffield accents, Wessi’s should 
have Home Counties accents.



“All time is all time. It does not change. It does not lend itself  to warnings or explana-
tions. It simply is. Take it moment by moment, and you will find that we are all, as I’ve 
said before, bugs in amber.” 
From Slaughterhouse-Five by Kurt Vonnegut (1969)

“This isn’t about revenge. Only when you know what happened can you forgive, and 
then only when you know who to forgive.” 
Roland Jahn [former East German dissident; now Federal Commissioner for the Stasi 
Records] (2011)

A Satellite is

An artificial body placed in orbit round another planet to collect information.

and

A country controlled by or depending on a more powerful country.

however

Space has become so crowded with defunct satellites that a disastrous collision that 
damages valuable infrastructure is fast becoming inevitable.

 A satellite orbiting a planet close enough is slowly pulled in by the planet’s atmos-
phere. When this happens, it gradually falls apart. Left unchecked, this decay results in 
its destruction as it collides with the planet’s surface. 

This is Orbital Decay.



15 – [1985]

(The sounds of  the forest at night; wind through trees, an owl calling, leaves moving in 
the wind replace the protest sounds. It’s a clearing in the Dresden Heath, a nearby forest. 
KATRIN waits for LEONID, a rectangular radio by her feet. A branch cracks underfoot in 
the distance. KATRIN reacts fast, hiding. LEONID enters, sweating, exhausted. He grips a 
large sack of  dirty laundry in each hand and his backpack weighs him down. He drops his 
luggage and looks around. He thinks he’s alone. But KATRIN springs from her cover.)

KATRIN   You’re late.

LEONID   jesus-fucking-christ!

KATRIN   What’s the one thing I told you, don’t be - 

LEONID   I know, I’m sorry, I got lost! 

KATRIN   Nobody followed you?

LEONID   Your handwriting’s shit, I could barely tell left from - 

KATRIN   Leo?

LEONID   What?

KATRIN    Did anybody follow you?

LEONID   You’re joking!

KATRIN   Why would I joke about that?

LEONID   God, fine, no, to the best of  my knowledge, nobody   

   followed me! 

KATRIN   And – 

LEONID   And, yes, I threw the paper away, like you said. See. I   

   do listen. It’s floating down the Elbe in a million  

   little pieces. 

KATRIN   Good. 

(A moment of  silence.)

LEONID  Are you going to tell me what’s going on or are we going to   

  stand here – 

KATRIN   Right. Sit down. 

(KATRIN paces for a moment. Nearly opens her mouth to say something but)

  Oh shit…



LEONID  What are you doing?

(KATRIN goes over to her bag and takes out a small radio, switching it on. A crackly station plays.)

KATRIN  Just in case…

LEONID  We’re in the middle of  nowhere! 

KATRIN  Do you wanna chance it?

(LEONID thinks for a moment, shakes his head. KATRIN fiddles with the dial. The station tunes a 
bit clearer.)

KATRIN   I found this place a few years ago. Had this massive    

  fight with my Dad and wanted to get somewhere   

  nobody could find me. I walked til I got here. It    

  usually does the trick. 

(An owl calls. LEONID jumps. KATRIN doesn’t.)

KATRIN  My own little world. Never seen anyone else up 

  here. Actually, that’s a lie, I did catch a couple up here shagging once.  

LEONID  Really?

KATRIN  (Pointing.) Yeah, right on that spot

(LEONID shifts from his spot quickly. KATRIN laughs.)

LEONID  You’re disgusting.

(KATRIN stops laughing. It’s quiet for a moment.)

LEONID  What’s going on Kat.

KATRIN  I can’t tell you.

LEONID  What?

KATRIN  I’ve been thinking about it all day but I… I can’t.

LEONID  You brought me into the middle of  a fucking forest to – 

KATRIN  You clearly weren’t going to let it go! I was thinking on my feet.

LEONID  Some thinking that was! 

KATRIN  Hey, you weren’t meant to know! You were never meant to know. 

LEONID  I can’t believe this.

KATRIN  I knew you’d get like this!

LEONID  Like what!?



KATRIN  All stressed out and shit.

LEONID  Stressed? Stressed? I am not stressed.

KATRIN  Keep your fucking voice down.

(KATRIN looks around. She goes to her bag, gets a gun out and puts it by the radio.)

LEONID  Who are you?

KATRIN  You know who I am.

LEONID  No, I don’t! If  I did, I wouldn’t be shocked that you’re a fucking spy! 

KATRIN  I’m not a spy.

LEONID  Jesus christ.

KATRIN  Spies are from abroad. We’re all German so really we’re… What?

LEONID  You’re insane. Truly, literally insane. 

KATRIN  Do you like living here, Leo?

LEONID  I don’t mind it.

KATRIN  Are you fucking joking?

LEONID  Everywhere has its problems.

KATRIN  God, they got the brainwashing spot-on with you 

  didn’t they.

LEONID  Oi, don’t be a

KATRIN  There’s a secret police! They send you to jail for telling jokes! We 

  have to meet in a fucking forest in the middle of  the night to not  

  risk being overheard!

LEONID  That’s the way the world works! What can you 

  do? I mean, really?

KATRIN  I’m doing something. I don’t care how dangerous. I can’t just do 

  nothing. I have to hide it from everyone. Do you know how that feels?

LEONID  So tell me! Tell me what you’re doing! I’ll listen!

KATRIN  I can’t.

LEONID  You think I’ll tell someone, is that it? 

KATRIN  What if  you get arrested and blab to the Stasi?

LEONID  Wait, you think I’d “blab” to the Stasi?



KATRIN  Yes.

LEONID  Oh, cheers – 

KATRIN  Don’t be naïve, you would, eventually.

LEONID  I wouldn’t.

KATRIN  It’s not about you! You can say it all day, but you don’t 

  know. They get people, good people, to do anything. My Aunt  

  informed on her husband. They convinced her he was an 

  undercover British spy. Turns out he was having an affair with his 

  secretary. Which isn’t much better but you see my point.

LEONID  But if  I knew what they did. If  I knew their tactics? 

(Beat.)

KATRIN  You’re not involved with them, are you?

LEONID  What?

KATRIN  The Stasi. I mean it would explain a lot.

LEONID  You’re taking the piss, right?

KATRIN  I don’t know. Am I?

LEONID  I’m not working with the Stasi! 

KATRIN  Prove it.

LEONID  How?

KATRIN  Let me look through your bags.

LEONID  No.

KATRIN  It would prove it/once and for all

LEONID  /I’m not letting you look through my…

KATRIN  What have you got to hide?

LEONID  Nothing!

KATRIN  Then let me look!

(KATRIN goes to LEONID’s bags. LEONID stands in the way.)

LEONID  How do I know you’re not in the Stasi?

KATRIN  Seriously?

LEONID  A Double-agent or or some plot to entrap young men.



KATRIN  How do you want me to prove it?

LEONID  Tell me a joke. 

KATRIN  Huh? 

LEONID  Tell me a joke! A political joke, the worst one you can think of.

KATRIN  What are you playing at?

LEONID  You wanna prove it or not?

(Beat.)

KATRIN  (Sighs.) ugh, fine…

   “Why did Erich Honecker get a divorce?”

(LEONID shrugs, big.)

LEONID  (Over the top.) I dunno, why? 

KATRIN  Because Brezhnev kisses better than his wife.

LEONID  (Holding back a grin.) Was that meant to be a joke?

KATRIN  What was the point of  – 

LEONID  You wanna prove neither of  us are involved? If  we don’t get  

  arrested by tomorrow, we’ll know.

(LEONID can’t help but smile. KATRIN shakes her head, checks her watch, looks around again.)

KATRIN  Look…

LEONID  What? 

KATRIN  There is one way I can tell you.

LEONID  What is it? 

KATRIN  But you… there’s one condition

LEONID  That’s okay, tell me! 

KATRIN  You have to join us.

(Beat.)

LEONID  You’re shitting me.

KATRIN  What?

LEONID  I’ve lived in this city my whole life, I know   

  manipulation when I see it



KATRIN  It’s not –

LEONID   If  you think I’m falling for your – 

KATRIN  Fine! Fine! Don’t, then. I don’t care either way

LEONID  (Thinking.) Was this your plan all along?

KATRIN  You wouldn’t have suited it anyway.

LEONID  Trying to twist me into joining your little gang?

KATRIN  Don’t patronise me.  

LEONID  Has this whole “friendship” been you trying to – ?

KATRIN  Don’t flatter yourself, of  course it hasn’t.

LEONID  How do I know that? 

KATRIN  Stop being ridiculous, Leo! 

LEONID  I’m not asking someone to join an anti-government cult! And for 
  the record, I’d be great at – 

KATRIN  Shut up, Leo! Just shut up.

(This hits differently. KATRIN looks around to make sure nobody is watching.)

KATRIN  It’s fine. Like I said, don’t join. I don’t care.

LEONID  Good, I won’t

(KATRIN stares at LEONID. She puffs up, but then lets go. She goes to the radio and switches it off.)

LEONID  What are you doing?

KATRIN  Going home? It’s late. 

LEONID  You’re leaving?

KATRIN  What else is there to say?

LEONID  Wait, Kat. No. Wait. 

KATRIN  What do you want, Leo?

LEONID  This is my fault. If  I hadn’t gotten in your way and put my   
  stupid foot in it we wouldn’t be in this mess. I’m sorry.

KATRIN  That’s what you think I’m upset about? 

LEONID  Isn’t it?

KATRIN  Leo, I’m upset because I genuinely thought you’d be part of  this!  

  I thought you were as sick of  this country as I am.

LEONID  I am…



KATRIN  No, you’re not. But that’s okay you don’t have to agree.

LEONID  You think I like people disappearing? Watching people try to   
  escape? 

KATRIN  I don’t know.

LEONID   It’s not that I don’t want things to change. I just can’t take the risk.

KATRIN  Leo, if  you don’t stand against them, you’re on their side. If  you 
  let them do what they want, you’re complicit in their actions.

LEONID  I don’t have that choice.

KATRIN  Everybody has a choice, Leo.

LEONID  Not in my world. Not me.

KATRIN  I just gave you one. And if  we win, others will get a choice, too. 
  We just have to show people that there’s another way!

LEONID  That’s very noble of  you and I wish I was that selfless. But I’m not. 

KATRIN  Oh my god

LEONID  I’m sorry but there’s clearly enough people fighting this battle 
  without me needing to get involved. And you lot seem like you’re 
  doing absolutely fine.

KATRIN  You’re a coward.

LEONID  I’d rather be a living coward than a dead hero. 

KATRIN  Wow.

(The wind blows through the trees.)

KATRIN  (Gut-punch) That’s really fucking disappointing, Leo.

LEONID  Kat – 

KATRIN  I’m going. I’ll see you around.

LEONID  No, Kat, wait, please. Kat!

KATRIN  You need to open your eyes and have a good fucking look around  

  Leo. Really look. You might not like what you find.

LEONID  Kat.

(But KATRIN is gone. LEONID shakes his head and yells into his hands. But a noise spooks 
LEONID, making him flinch. He picks up his bags and quickly goes.)



19 – [2020]

(THOMAS stands alone. A video report plays on screen – stock footage of  a Trabbi car 
crossing from East to West Germany. While THOMAS watches, the television studio 
assembles around him. Two armchairs face each other, a low coffee between them, all on a 
small stage. The focal point – all cameras point to them. There’s space in front where the 
cameras and crew stand.)

VOICEOVER …the nostalgia for our past has extended globally.   

  The Trabbi, a symbol of  that fateful day has caught the   

  imagination of  British tech billionaire Theo Jones, who wants to  

  bring a the spirit of  the time back.

(The report cuts to a slick looking THEO JONES in a glossy, talking-head interview)

THEO  I thought, it was such an icon of  freedom in ’89, why not do 

  something to commemorate it? At SenseTech, we looked at the 

  old blueprints and did a bit of  thinking…

(The report cuts back to footage of  the new Trabbi.)

VOICEOVER … and that thinking led to this; a faithful recreation 

  of  the 1985 model Trabbi car, identical to the ones that crossed 

  the border in 1989. While thousands of  people had to wait up to 

  a decade for a chance to get their hands on one 30 years ago, Mr 

  Jones promises no such lack of  supply…

THEO  We’ve done some tinkering with the designs and rest assured, 

  the new model Trabbi20 will be ready by the end of  next month  

  and available for purchase on our website in no time…

VOICEOVER Whatever happens, one thing is certainly clear – that   

  for some, the past isn’t resigned to the history books just yet.   

  From Berlin, this is Lena Henckel

(The audio fades and video stops. By now, the studio is fully assembled and in the midst of  a busy 
tech rehearsal. RACHEL navigates the madness, wearing a headset, calling the shots. In the chaos, 
MARTIN enters, spies THOMAS and approaches. He pulls THOMAS into a quick, jovial hug.)

MARTIN Tommy!

THOMAS  Martin…

MARTIN Bloody hell you look tired. Then again, what’s new.

THOMAS  How was the drive?



MARTIN I was making record time until I got near! The traffic – 

THOMAS  The protests…We got caught in it too.

MARTIN  Stuck on the outskirts for forty-five minutes! Nightmare! 

  Thought I wouldn’t make it. David says hello. He’s excited to see  

  his Uncle Tommy on the telly. 

THOMAS  One day you’re gonna have to tell him I’m not his real uncle, 

  yknow.

(MARTIN laughs. RACHEL spots THOMAS and MARTIN.)

RACHEL  (Calling over.) Thomas, can I borrow you?

THOMAS  Rachel this is my agent, Martin Schroeter. 

RACHEL  Nice to meet you – Thomas, we need to borrow you for lighting.

  (Talking down her headset.) Moving on? 

THOMAS  Sure.

MARTIN  I’ll go for a smoke. Where do I – 

THOMAS  Down there, past my dressing room there’s a fire escape.

MARTIN  In a bit. 

RACHEL (Replying in her headset.) Okay. Onto lighting, then.

(RACHEL turns to THOMAS. She looks down as she listens to instructions for a moment.)

RACHEL  (To THOMAS.) Can you just stand there for me, please?

(She points to the centre of  the stage in front of  the coffee table, where a host might deliver a 
monologue. THOMAS stands. The lights shift as they test. It’s a little awkward.)

THOMAS While I’m here, I just wanted to apologise.

RACHEL Sorry?

THOMAS Things got a bit heated earlier. I didn’t mean to seem, you know… 

RACHEL It’s been a long day. I get it. Apology accepted.

RACHEL How are you feeling about tonight?

THOMAS It’s a big gig.

RACHEL It is. We’re predicting big numbers. Got anybody in watching   

  tonight?

THOMAS Martin, but apart from that…



RACHEL Isn’t your wife coming?

THOMAS Er, no.

RACHEL Oh, is she filming – 

THOMAS We’re… we’re not…we recently…

RACHEL Oh, shit! Right! Uh, sorry. 

THOMAS Don’t worry, it’s fine.

RACHEL What?

THOMAS I said it’s –  

RACHEL (To THOMAS.) Sorry… (In her headset.) What was that?

(RACHEL turns away as she listens to more instructions in her headset.)

RACHEL Great. Could you go and sit over there, now?

(She points to the presenter’s chair. THOMAS nods and sits in it. RACHEL covers her microphone.)

RACHEL Listen, I thought about what you said.

THOMAS What I said?

RACHEL Earlier, in the car. And you’re right. I checked, we don’t have a 

  single person involved tonight who actually lives here.

THOMAS That’s okay, I was only – 

RACHEL Well, I had a chat with Julius, we’ve managed to sort something out

THOMAS What?

RACHEL We had a slot to fill, since Hasselhoff dropped out, so we called 

  around and found someone locally who was happy to come on to 

  do a live interview last minute.

THOMAS Oh – 

RACHEL I know it’s a bit last minute, but hey… –

THOMAS I asked for it. Yeah.

(RACHEL grins.)

THOMAS Who did you say it was?

RACHEL (To headset.) Go again? (Then to THOMAS.) Great,  you’re all done!

THOMAS Cool. Would you mind telling me  – 

RACHEL  You’re free ’til the warm-up now, we’ve put your script in your 



  dressing room

THOMAS Rachel can I just – 

RACHEL I haven’t got time, Thomas, I’ve got to keep going.

THOMAS …Okay. 

RACHEL See you in a bit!

(THOMAS turns to get off the small stage. RACHEL suddenly has a thought.)

  Wait, actually, you might be able to help… I’m about to walk the   

  guests around the studio, if  you want to hang around and chat to   

  them? I know it’d ease their nerves. If  that’s not a problem with you?

THOMAS Uh – 

RACHEL It’d only be five minutes…

THOMAS Yeah…sure!

RACHEL Lifesaver… I’ve got to talk them through safety stuff first, but just 

  wait here, I’ll bring them over in a sec… 

THOMAS I’ll wait here.

RACHEL Great! 

(RACHEL moves to the wings of  the studio to greet the guests. MARTIN returns, as THOMAS 
gets out of  the light, behind the cameras. RACHEL begins to guide the guests onto the stage.)

MARTIN  You can still hear them chanting at the protests from here.

THOMAS  As long as they stay in the Square, we’re fine.

MARTIN  Have you seen Rammstein yet?

THOMAS  They soundchecked earlier.

MARTIN I saw their tour bus outside. 

(The group of  guests are more visible now in the light. A crew member clears the way and puts a ramp in.)

MARTIN  Should have knocked, asked them for an autograph…

THOMAS  I’m glad you bloody didn’t. 

(THOMAS continues to watches the stage. A man in his early 80s is wheeled on by his carer. That’s 
when THOMAS notices who the man in the chair is. It’s PETER BAUER. RACHEL starts the 
health and safety procedure talk for the guests. Panic sets into THOMAS)

MARTIN  Why not? How often do you get to meet Rammstein?



THOMAS  (Staring.) I dunno.

MARTIN  They’ll be used to it, I bet you they get it all the time. I should’ve 

  dropped David at his Mum’s last night and driven you myself. 

  Least then we might have had a bit of  a laugh today, eh mate?

(MARTIN notices THOMAS isn’t paying attention.)

MARTIN  Tommy?

(Everything is quiet. THOMAS eyeballs PETER. PETER’s head suddenly snaps round to stare 
right back. THOMAS forgets how to breathe. He stumbles back, as inexplicably, PETER stands out 
of  his chair. The agility of  his younger self  takes over.)

PETER   Mr. Verstecker. A pleasure as always. 

(PETER steps off the stage and closer to him. MARTIN watches THOMAS, concerned. But 
THOMAS can’t break PETER’s gaze. LEONID appears behind THOMAS. 

PETER   (To LEONID.) Apologies for the abruptness, but we have to   

  remain discreet somehow. How are you?

MARTIN  Tommy? What’s wrong?

LEONID   I swear, I haven’t done anything – 

(THOMAS becomes aware of  LEONID behind him. He realises PETER isn’t talking to him. 
MARTIN puts his hand on THOMAS’ arm, which snaps THOMAS out of  the hallucination, his 
heart beating a trillion miles an hour. THOMAS turns and runs away, gasping for air.)

MARTIN  Tommy?

(MARTIN chases THOMAS off, concerned. The TV studio remains where it is. RACHEL turns 
around, surprised to see THOMAS and MARTIN gone. She peers around, but decides to continue on 
with the tour without them. They leave, as…)

20 – [1985]

(LEONID and PETER sit in Peter’s office. A clock ticks. They sit in a silence for a long 
time. PETER stares LEONID up and down.)

PETER  Can you keep a secret?

LEONID  Pardon?

PETER   I won’t ask twice. 

LEONID  Yes. I can.

PETER   Good. You remember Andreas Heimler, don’t you?



LEONID  I do.

PETER   Sad, what happened to him. Such an intelligent man. But   

  intelligence sometimes leads to arrogance. And that’s what led to  

  his downfall. Didn’t it? I’m sure you’ve heard about his sentencing.

LEONID  It’s been mentioned. 

PETER   Yes. A shame, too, he was a useful little asset. 

LEONID  Pardon?

PETER   You wouldn’t have known. But yes. He was one of  ours.

LEONID  But he worked at the University, how – 

PETER  You’re confused. Let me explain. Imagine you were a fool.

LEONID  Okay.

PETER  You’re working with your colleagues, and you want to seem 

  clever. Maybe you have a thing for one of  them and you want to 

  impress them. So you take a risk and in the moment say 

  something disgusting, like…

(PETER motions to LEONID. He waits. LEONID is confused, but catches on.)

LEONID  Oh, uh… “I wish I was a capitalist”…

PETER  Come on, you can do better than that, that’s too tame!

LEONID  (Breathing fast.) I don’t think I can…

PETER  Yes, Mr. Verstecker, you can! Think!/ Think! 

LEONID  /Uhh… “Erich Honecker has a micropenis.”

(There’s a silence. PETER stares at LEONID. LEONID is terrified. But then PETER breaks into 
a huge grin.)

PETER  The look on your face! Yes, imagine you said that, and your   

  colleagues heard you. They would probably think nothing of  

  it, at the time. But from then on, every time they see a photo of  

  General Secretary Honecker, all they’d remember is your 

  stupid joke. You’ve poisoned their brains is what you’ve done!  

  Categorically affected them. Now not only are you dissenting, 

  but them too! It would spread like a disease! Thousands of  

  workers living with disgusting, subversive thought. But what if, 



  when you said this someone was listening. One of  your 

  colleagues. A colleague who understood the importance of  

  reporting incidents like this. And then the next day, you don’t 

  show up to work. Those thoughts you’ve planted in their heads 

  wouldn’t dare come out. Would they?  Because they have learned 

  by example that there’s no place for those ideas here. Human   

  beings are weak. They need correcting occasionally. But we can’t   

  be everywhere. We need liaisons in every workplace. Isn’t that 

  good?

LEONID  Uh – 

PETER  And aren’t you lucky? With Heimler’s untimely demise, there’s   

  an opening for one such a role in your place of  work!   

  Congratulations! 

LEONID  I don’t understand…

PETER   Have I not been very clear?

LEONID  If  he was one of  your… “liaisons”… Why did you get rid of  him?

PETER   And let him get away with what he did? Of  course not! I can’t   

  stand hypocrites. Andreas Heimler made a crucial mistake. He   

  thought he was invincible. He was wrong. For that, he paid with  

  his life.

LEONID   What?

PETER   Yes, found dead in his cell at Hohenschoenhausen a couple of    

  days ago. Hanged himself.

LEONID  But I’m… I’m just a cleaner?

PETER   Listen to that! “Just a cleaner”! There aren’t any “just a 

  cleaner-s” in this country, my boy. Every person plays their part.

LEONID  Do I have a choice?

PETER   Everybody has a choice.

LEONID   What if  I say no? 

PETER   Ach, young people, always testing the boundaries, testing testing  

  testing…

(PETER takes a paper file out and whacks it on the table. He pushes it over to LEONID.)



PETER   Take a look.

(LEONID picks up the file and looks. His eyes widen. LEONID can’t speak. He stares at the papers 
in the file.)

LEONID  I’ve… I’ve… never…

PETER   Of  course you’ve never. We both know you’ve never. How they 

  managed to make them look so realistic I’ll never know. But 

  nobody else knows that. What we’ve discussed this evening is 

  strictly confidential so if  you do refuse, I’m afraid we’ll have to 

  discredit you. I’m sure your Mama must have all sorts of  

  thoughts about what her little boy is doing out so late, at night. A  

  picture paints a thousand words after all.

(LEONID closes the file and puts it back on the table. Slowly, he nods. A smile returns to PETER’s 
face. He puts a portable cassette recorder down on the table.)

PETER   Good boy. Put this in your work bag. It’ll record everything they  

  say. You’ll do this every chance you can. Any breaks, lunchtimes,  

  any time you meet as a group. I’ll give you enough for one  

  week. On Friday, you return the cassettes to me, and I’ll give you  

  a new assignment. Provided your work is fruitful. Clear?

(LEONID nods. PETER waves him to go.)

  Your bags are outside. If  your Mama asks where you’ve been,   

  you were invited to tea with Mr and Mrs Bergmann. She can 

  ring them if  she likes. They’ll know what to say. And, Mr   

  Verstecker…. Welcome to the team.  

21 – [2020]

(Thomas’ dressing room. A desk, a chair, a pot plant in the corner. Thomas’ suit for 
tonight’s show is laid out on a table which has had a takeaway coffee and a couple of  
bottles of  water placed on it. The light snaps on THOMAS runs in, slamming the door 
after him. He knocks past the table, coffee spilling all over his laid-out suit. MARTIN 
follows him in a moment later)

MARTIN   It’s okay, it’s okay, just breathe

THOMAS   I can’t… I can’t… - 

MARTIN   Tommy, focus on my voice, stop it. You need to focus  

   on breathing. In and out. Slowly.



(MARTIN places his hands on THOMAS’ shoulders.)

MARTIN  Slowly. Breathe with me, in… and…

(THOMAS’ breathing normalises.)

THOMAS  I can’t go out there. I… I can’t do it.

MARTIN  Yes, you can.

THOMAS  No, I really, I can’t

MARTIN  Tommy I get it, you’re nervous. Who wouldn’t be. It’s a big gig.  

  A really big gig, I get it – 

THOMAS  It’s not that, it’s – 

MARTIN  You don’t have to lie to me!

THOMAS  I’m not, if  you let… let…me 

MARTIN  I know what you’re like before these things, Tommy, you’re all   

  nervous the hour before and then you go on and you’re wonderful! 

THOMAS  Marty – 

MARTIN  I know, it’s not been a rough couple of  years, but this is the start 

  of  a wonderful new – 

THOMAS  You’re not listening to me – 

MARTIN  I am listening and what I’m hearing is that you won’t go on.

THOMAS  No - 

MARTIN  It’s not just your neck on the line here, Tommy, it’s mine too. I’m 

  not talking as your friend now, I’m talking as your Agent. I won’t 

  let you throw away our biggest opportunity in years because 

  you’re a bit nervous. It’s too late now. You’re going to calm 

  down, we’re going to get you into your suit and you’re going to 

  go out and become Thomas Schmidt - Germany’s newest 

  national treasure. Have some water.

(MARTIN takes one of  the bottles of  water off the desk and hands it to THOMAS. MARTIN 
notices the shirt on the desk, drenched in coffee. He picks it up. It drips.)

MARTIN  Ach, look at this. Coffee all over it. Bollocks. I’ll get you a fresh   

  shirt/I’ll only be a minute.

THOMAS  /Marty, please, there’s something I – 



(But MARTIN is gone. Door shuts. THOMAS slumps. LEONID enters somewhere else, dressed for 
work. THOMAS and LEONID notice each other. For a moment, the cosmic barrier between worlds 
is broken. But they both snap back to it when a light flicks on in 1985. MARIA and LUCA jump 
out of  their hiding places.)

22 – [1985/2020]

ALL   HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 

LEONID  (Holding his hands up.) It’s me, sorry

LUCA   Goddamnit we can’t keep doing this!

MARIA   Did you forget? 

LEONID  Sorry!

KLAUS   (From his hiding place.) Can I come out now?

MARIA  Yes, Klaus, come out.

LUCA   I told you it wasn’t her.

MARIA   Yes, hindsight is a wonderful thing, Luca.

LUCA   Whatever.

(KLAUS slowly emerges, holding a large birthday cake he only just manages to balance.)

LEONID  Sorry everyone.

MARIA   Don’t worry… find somewhere to hide! 

LEONID  Where?

LUCA   Just find somewhere, Verstecker!

KLAUS   I think I can hear someone.

LEONID  There aren’t any…

LUCA   You should have been here on time!

MARIA   Don’t shout at him Luca, he said he was sorry…

LUCA   Yeah, well, he should listen more carefully in the – 

(INGE enters. LUCA, LEONID and MARIA don’t have time to get to a hiding place so freeze. 
KLAUS isn’t aware.)

INGE   Uhhhh...?

KLAUS   (Jumping out like before.) HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 



LUCA   For fuck’s sake, Verstecker!

LEONID  Sorry. 

KLAUS   Guys! What the hell? 

INGE   You’re all hopeless. Thank you! What a… lovely…surprise?

MARIA   Happy Birthday, Inge.

INGE   Thank you!

MARIA   Does Frank have any surprises in store for you later?

LUCA   It wouldn’t be a surprise if  she already knew.

INGE   He’s not very inspired. The last time he remembered was six   

  years ago. He took me on a boat trip on the Elbe.

MARIA   That sounds nice!

INGE   I got seasick. I threw up over side of  the boat twice.

MARIA   Who wants some cake?

(We return to the present-day. By this time, the studio is mid-show. THOMAS, ready but nervous, sits in 
his presenting chair. RACHEL calls out. An assistant brushing THOMAS’ face with make-up scarpers)

RACHEL  And we’re back in 5, 4, 3, 2…1… 

(Studio lights go up. THOMAS reads from an auto-cue to start.)

THOMAS  Thank you to Heidi Schill for that piece. 

(THOMAS turns to face another camera as the shot changes.)

  A few weeks ago, when we announced this show, we had a call  

  from someone who wished to remain anonymous but wanted   

  to tell us his experience of  the GDR. We soon discovered that he 

  had actually been an employee of  the State Security Service here 

  in Dresden. We used his words in an earlier segment but he’s 

  agreed to speak to us tonight. Please welcome Peter Bauer.

(Studio applause. PETER is wheeled on by his carer, who sits out of  shot. THOMAS keeps his face 
in the cards, trying not to look at PETER.)

THOMAS  (Reading off cards.) Thank you for coming on.

PETER   Of  course. 

THOMAS  You were an Officer in the State Security Service for just under 

  30 years?



PETER   That’s correct.

THOMAS  (Off cards.) I suppose the first question a lot of  people will have 

  is why you’ve decided to come here, very publically, on this show.  

  Why don’t you explain?

PETER   I’ve spent every waking moment since I left the Stasi regretting 

  what I did. The hurt I caused people was inexcusable. If  there’s 

  any way I can attempt to undo the damage, it’s by talking about 

  what I did. 

THOMAS (On cards.) Why don’t you tell us about your story?

PETER  (Unfolding paper.) I’ve spent a long time wondering what I might   

  say. My mind isn’t like it was. When the War ended we 

  had nothing here. I was just a child, my world had been 

  shattered. But the Soviets gave us hope. I was given an 

  education, a job. The Stasi promised stability, work and safety. 

  Why wouldn’t you join? I got so wrapped up in what they   

  wanted that I justified everything they asked me to do as for the  

  good of  the People. 

THOMAS  (Turning to his next card.) What did you have to do? 

PETER  We had a huge network of  informants in the city who reported  

  on others. They had to be processed. That job fell to me. They 

  rewarded you handsomely if  a job was done well. I was 

  promoted to Officer and given a large house around the time my 

  daughter was born. They put me in charge of  recruiting younger 

  informants. We were building a new generation of  our Socialist 

  society. Nobody thought it was going to end, let alone that it 

  would collapse so fast. And I couldn’t deal with it. Especially after – 

THOMAS (Reading for the first time.) You left the Party. Is that right?

PETER  In the early days, the Stasi’s role was ensuring the State stayed in 

  power through any means necessary. No matter the cost. But 

  by the 80s, as the world began to shift, I started to question our 

  methods. The new generation had been raised Socialist, they 

  didn’t need to be beaten into submission, but the methods got 

  harsher and harsher. I couldn’t tell anyone, of  course. I knew I 

  was finished. I couldn’t keep serving this broken system. So I quit 



  in 1987. I became an administrator. Life moved on.

(The cake is on the table. MARIA has cut a number of  slices, which people are starting to eat.)

INGE   This cake is amazing Maria! 

MARIA   Wasn’t me! Thank Klaus!

INGE  Klaus?

KLAUS  It took me a few attempts.

LUCA   (Mouth full.) Fuck me, I didn’t know you did stuff like this!

(MARIA cuts more slices cake. There’s silence as people eat. MARIA shuts her eyes and smiles. 
INGE can taste something.)

MARIA   Mm, silence. I should get cake in every week!

INGE  What is that?

KLAUS  Hm?

INGE  There’s bits in this, what are they?

LUCA  I can taste something too… 

INGE  Is that walnut?

MARIA  What?

LUCA  No, I don’t think so…

MARIA  It’d better not be, I’m allergic

KLAUS  It’s not walnut. 

INGE  What, then! 

KLAUS  No, that’s not how it works! You’ve got to guess! 

LUCA  Cherry?

KLAUS  Nope! Wrong!

INGE  Apple? 

KLAUS  Wrong again! 

LUCA  (Frustrated.) Oh, fuck you, I hate this! 

LEONID  Is that banana?

(The group turn to LEONID. This kills the atmosphere in the room dead. It’s a bit of  a shock.)

INGE  Oh. Yes. That’s what it is. It’s banana. Lots and lots of… 



  bananas. 

LUCA  Yes.

INGE  Where the hell did you get – ?

MARIA  Sh. Inge. Not now. The door...  

KLAUS  (Hushed.) Since we found out about the cameras, I thought we 

  should celebrate. Push the boat out a bit. Especially since it’s 

  your birthday, Inge.

INGE  Oh… Thank you, Klaus.

KLAUS  So, Happy Birthday! 

(LEONID looks at the cake, then at his bag, and then at KLAUS. He rubs his forehead. We go to the 
Studio.)

THOMAS (On cards.) Some people might be asking, why should you be 

  forgiven for what you did? 

PETER  I don’t expect to be forgiven. I did what I did. When I realised 

  how much hurt I’d caused, I needed to give back. I started a 

  charity twenty years ago which –  

THOMAS  (Not from his cards.) Why did you really leave.

(Silence. THOMAS finally looks at PETER. PETER looks taken aback by the pointed question.)

PETER   I… I beg your pardon?

THOMAS  Why did you really leave the Stasi, Peter?

PETER   I told you – 

THOMAS  Are you lying to us?

PETER   I… I have come here of  my own… How dare you!

THOMAS Prove it. Why did you leave. What made you do it?

PETER  I don’t have to listen to this  – 

THOMAS Going on like you have some strong moral compass, that you had 

  this huge change of  heart.

PETER  I did not come onto this show to be insulted – 

THOMAS  I think you stayed. I think you stayed right until the Wall fell. I 

  think you were there, burning papers, until you were dragged   

  kicking and screaming



(RACHEL has no idea what’s going on. Nobody does.)

PETER   My daughter was shot.

THOMAS  What?

PETER   She went on a trip to Berlin one weekend. She left on the Friday 

  and that Sunday I’d been informed she’d tried to cross the river 

  to the West. A border guard shot her in the back. She was dead. 

  I’d joined to keep my family safe and now my own daughter had 

  been killed by the Party I had lived for. That’s why I left.

THOMAS  I don’t believe you. 

PETER   Believe me or not, I’d rather not discuss it. You’re all 

  understandably angry with me for what I did but I can assure 

  you, I have tried to make amends. I changed. 

(THOMAS stares. Regains his cool. RACHEL is staring daggers at him. We return to 1985 where 
we left it.)

LUCA  (To KLAUS.) Klaus, where did you – 

MARIA   (Interrupting.) Come on then folks, you’d all better go, plenty to do! 

  Finish up now.

(The group head out. LEONID is last left over, finally getting to his bag. MARIA turns at the door.)

MARIA   Come on Leonid, hurry up.

LEONID  (Nervously.) Er… Okay, sorry. Coming. 

(LEONID zips his bag, looks around and heads out. in the Studio, THOMAS has regained composure.)

THOMAS  I’m sorry, I lost myself  there…

PETER   That’s understandable. 

(THOMAS sighs and returns to his cards.)

THOMAS  (Cards.) Do you think the way the Stasi used fear and violence 

  to condition the youth in the 1980s is to blame for the hateful, 

  xenophobic recent protests in the City? 

(PETER doesn’t reply. He stares at THOMAS. After a long time, a smile grows on his face. The 
younger man begins to return.)

PETER   Oh my god… I never thought I would see you again. But it is.   

  It’s you.



(Silence. THOMAS tries to brush past it.)

THOMAS  Do you think it’s a coincidence that the group’s ringleaders have  

  links to the Stasi –  

PETER   I saw you earlier but I never thought it was really you.

(THOMAS shuffles his cards, turns to the next one, anything to shut him up.)

THOMAS  (Cards.) You’ve since started working with a charity to give back to  

  those affected, why – 

PETER   But here you are. Exactly what you wanted to be. A Wessi. 

THOMAS  What do you think about – 

PETER   I would like to ask you a question.

(THOMAS runs out of  cards. PETER points to the cameras.)

PETER   Why haven’t you told them who you really are?

THOMAS  What…?

PETER   You look tired, Leonid.

THOMAS  That’s not my name…

PETER   It’s no wonder that you do. 

THOMAS Shut up.

PETER   You’ve spent your life trying to run away from the past.

THOMAS  Please. 

PETER   But I’m going to help you.

THOMAS  (To RACHEL off-camera.) Cut to a commercial break.

PETER   I’m going to set you free.

THOMAS  (Louder.) Cut to a commercial break! 

(Nothing happens. THOMAS can’t move. He slumps in his chair.)

PETER   You are not Thomas Schmidt, or whatever pathetic persona   

  you’ve invented. Your name is Leonid Verstecker. You grew up  

  here in Dresden. You worked at the University. You were a 

  cleaner. And under my supervision, you informed on your 

  colleagues. I was your handler. You got what you wanted, didn’t 

  you? And look at you now. Hiding it away like some dirty little 

  secret. I bet you feel good. Don’t you?



(THOMAS stares at PETER. Unable to speak. But something seizes his body. He goes for 
PETER, grabbing him by his shirt, pulling him out of  his chair. The Crew scramble, one of  
them grabbing THOMAS around the waist, attempting to pull him away. But THOMAS shakes 
PETER.)

THOMAS  YOU BASTARD. YOU FUCKING BASTARD! 

RACHEL  Cut the transmission! CUT THE TRANSMISSION! 

(The studio lights cuts out, electricity fizzling. The world sounds like it’s been submerged. A high 
pitch whine cuts through. Time stands still. THOMAS stops and realises that time has paused. He 
puts PETER back in his wheelchair, and releases himself  free of  the Crew’s grip. Apart from the 
quiet, severe high-pitched noise, it’s calm. He steps off the stage and into the world of  1985. He spies 
Leonid’s backpack, unzips it and pulls out the cassette recorder. It’s still recording, the cogs whirring. 
He looks back at the carnage of  his world. He breathes in and out slowly. As he reaches the end of  
his exhale, he presses the Stop button on the recorder. The world sparks for a second, intensely, before 
everything snaps to black.)

Interval.

End of  Extract



ARTIFICIAL FLAVOURING
Eva Sinclair

Olive wants to be a famous home cook, own a kitchen island and share a proper 
evening meal with her partner Billy. Billy wants to be an Engineering Lecturer, he 

never uses his kitchen island, but might enjoy an evening meal with his partner 
Olive, if  only he could taste.

When Billy’s eccentric University supervisor Louis, suggests he embarks on a 
study to place a neural interface in his brain which will input artificial responses 

to flavour and taste, Billy seizes the chance to get closer to his dream job and 
potentially save his relationship.

The study propels the three characters on an unexpected and dramatic journey 
that tests whether Billy and Olive can ever truly understand each other.

Artificial Flavouring examines how you shape other people and they can shape 
you, exploring whether you can ever truly love someone if  you can’t experience 
what they love. This original comedy play seeks to uncover whether science can 

explain our taste in food and taste in a partner. 



Eva Sinclair is a playwright who specialises in comedy. Her plays have been 
described by Stephanie Dale and David Edgar as “sizzling with witty dialogue,” they 

use “dexterous wordplay, peppered with the quirks we have come to adore”. Her 
plays explore the lives and loves of  small casts of  intricately-drawn and quirky charac-
ters. As well as making her audience laugh, Eva’s plays reveal her in-depth research in 
fields including neuroscience and she seeks to fascinate and challenge her audience by 

posing philosophical and scientific dilemmas often imagining technological futures.

Eva achieved a first in her BA (Hons) in Drama at the University of  Exeter where 
she started writing for festivals and for radio. Her previous work includes The 

Impersistence of  Memory – which explored art, visual imaging conditions and the 
male gaze – and Finding the Words about a tired twentysomething who escapes her 
quarter-life crisis by communicating with the fictional characters she creates. This 
was longlisted for the Bread and Roses Playwriting Award and shortlisted for the 

Bristol Old Vic Open Session.

Eva’s radio work has included writing for a long-running drama series set in the 
Devonian coastal village of  Beer, one-off comedies such as Knock Knock Ginger Biscuits 

about a man whose life is set to change one night with the help of  an intriguing figure 
arriving at his door. She’s written three-part serials including On the Brain about 

an undergraduate whose only company is the voices in her head. Eva embraces the 
capacity of  audio drama to engage and transport and she’s developing an idea for a 

new podcast.

Eva is completing her MA in Drama Writing at Bristol Old Vic Theatre School 
and has worked with esteemed artists from theatre, radio and film, particularly 

enjoying insights from April de Angelis and William Ivory. She had a short-radio 
drama On-Loan produced at Christchurch studios about an ex-student who steals 
and sells library books to regain control of  his life. Her current work Artificial Fla-
vouring is in development with Bristol Old Vic Theatre School. It’s a comic play 
about love, the future of  food and science; exploring our taste in food and taste 
in a partner. Eva is looking to work with producing theatres on her projects, and 

works in theatre management part-time.
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OLIVE

BILLY

LOUIS





SCENE 1: 

A smart kitchen island gleams centre stage. The surface is untouched except for a half-
finished wine glass from the night before. OLIVE, a woman in her late twenties, stands 
in front of  the island. She caresses the kitchen worktop, gliding her hands over the 
architecture of  the tap and sink. She presses the drawers with the littlest pressure making 
them magically close. She sinks down and looks in the cupboard, selecting eggs, butter and 
gruyère. She looks to a corner, checks her ear and prepares bowls of  ingredients before her 
eyes light up for the audience. She speaks with an Estuary English accent.

OLIVE   Hi, and welcome to this early edition of  Olive’s kitchen   
  entitled ‘simple breakfast.’ I say simple but you shouldn’t 
  confuse simple for basic, for functional. This recipe 
  transforms your store cupboard staples in under 5 minutes. 
  Take 2/3 eggs, I’m using three because it’s Sunday and 
  beat together in a separate bowl. As you do this, add 3 
  knobs of  butter to a frying pan, I add spices at this stage 
  which colours the oil, before the eggs meet the pan. From 
  cayenne pepper to paprika, I’m using looks at what spices 
  are in the cupboard perhaps not cinnamon, my producer, I’ll 
  be having words with you later. Now add the eggs, don’t 
  overwork the mixture, this doesn’t need to be painstaking, 
  it’s early, we’re tired. If  you don’t have gruyère, feta or 
  halloumi will do. Dot it like a diver into a pool of  gold. 
  Don’t be tempted to leave it to crisp because you’ll lose that 
  silky duvet effect and a note, this is best eaten under a duvet. 

BILLY, a man in his late twenties, stumbles in wearing night clothes and stops to watch her

  So, I’m not sure if  you can see this, but it should begin to 
  look like a speckled sun, so get a plate underneath. Here’s 
  the jeopardy, the fear that at one moment

BILLY   (well-spoken but hides it well, only on specific words does he sound   
  posh) Someone might come in 

OLIVE   Oh god

BILLY   No, you carry on I’m sure the audience are wanting to 
  know how they can possibly present the speckled sun 

OLIVE   Where’s my coriander? 



BILLY   Um I have your bra and pants? 

OLIVE   Yes, give me those 

BILLY   Sorry I didn’t mean to 

OLIVE   Fuck 

BILLY   What? 

OLIVE   My coriander. I literally just said, it’s in a little polythene  
  bag  

BILLY   Right…um a little bag  

OLIVE   You know, one of  those scrunched see-through bags, I keep 
  in my pants if  I don’t have a bag

BILLY   I get it, cor-iander for breakfast? 

OLIVE   Yes  

BILLY   See this is my mum’s flat, she lets me live here, so I don’t 
  know how comfortable I am having those kinds of  herb –

OLIVE   Why? You more a fan of  parsley?

BILLY   I’m not really familiar with the lexicon. If  you’ve got  
  drugs, might you – could you just leave 

OLIVE   Drugs. I’m not a stoner, which I’ve only recently learnt isn’t 
  a collector of  pebbles. 

BILLY   Right 

OLIVE   (she garnishes the omelette with coriander) The dish wouldn’t have 
  been complete. Billy isn’t it? To say thank you for a great 
  night. 

BILLY   Uh yes 



OLIVE   What, why are you looking at me like that? I don’t usually 
  wear my hair up, it’s greasy 

  You don’t mind me using your kitchen, it’s just I’ve always  
  wanted an island 

BILLY   This isn’t Hawaii 

OLIVE   No, a kitchen island. You don’t use this much? 

BILLY   No, as I said it’s not mine so 

OLIVE   You can tell ’cos of  the lack of  turmeric stains. People think 
  I’ve got liver cirrhosis ’cos my hands are like Lisa Simpson. 
  I should sort my hair 

BILLY   Shower’s on the right 

OLIVE   You tuck in, you ever done it on here? 

BILLY   I don’t cook so, oh you mean, well it’s not mine 

OLIVE   I’ve always had this fantasy of  having sex on a kitchen 
  island but then the inevitable conundrum; is that a tap or a 
  penis, may surely cause problems. 

BILLY 

OLIVE   Here taste 

BILLY   (tastes) Mmm nice 

OLIVE   Nice? Taste again 

BILLY   Sorry I’m not that hungry 

OLIVE   Oh 

BILLY   No, it’s just, I’ve never been a big fan of  coriander.  
  You finish it.   



OLIVE   But I made it for you 

BILLY   You didn’t need to go to any trouble 

OLIVE   I didn’t, it’s a simple breakfast 

BILLY   I’ll stick to cereal 

OLIVE   What? Over a deliciously fragrant omelette? 

BILLY   Um yes? 

OLIVE   Are you like an ostrich who has to eat stones to digest food? 

BILLY   Um no?

OLIVE   I know savoury for breakfast isn’t for everyone but I’m sure 
  this’ll convert you 

BILLY   No…I can’t taste 

OLIVE   What? 

BILLY   And you don’t need to thank me for last night. As New 
  Years go, it ranks pretty high 

OLIVE   You can’t –

BILLY   (Noticing her camera propped up on the end of  the kitchen island) Are 
  you filming this? 



SCENE 5: 

2 years into Billy and Olive’s relationship. Billy has agreed to embark on a study to 
simulate his taste by having a neural interface implanted in his brain. BILLY and OLIVE 
are sat in the bio-engineering laboratory at the University where Billy works and studies. 
OLIVE is wearing her co-op t-shirt
OLIVE sits on the workstation, shimmying her bum, crumpling paper.

OLIVE   I like being in your world. Everything works here logically. 
  Each of  the pieces just slots in perfectly. Like a, like a cube. 
  (Reading) Hypothesis, Method and – An experiment is sort 
  of  like a recipe. You’ve got the title what you want to make, 
  the ingredients, or the participants, then the methodology 
  which is sort of  like instructions. And then the proof  is in  
  the pudding  

BILLY   I’m not sure you should be doing that. This isn’t my 
  workstation. (Whispering) It’s Louis’s. Mine’s the small one 
  over there 

OLIVE   Why are you whispering? You’re worried people might be 
  able to hear in New Zealand? 

BILLY   No because he’s going to be here any minute 

OLIVE   He’s just your supervisor 

BILLY   And a lecturer. A genius. What does he smell like? 

OLIVE   Because that’s not weird

BILLY   When I get to know people, I imagine it, like a concept 

OLIVE   Spearmint, self-preservation and an overwhelming stench 
  of  arrogance. 

BILLY   He’s not that bad, he interests you  

OLIVE   Yes, I suppose in the way that Trevor Mcdonald is interested 
  in serial killers on death row. 

OLIVE starts to get out a tupperware container and brings out some samosas and starts 



eating

BILLY   Olive!

OLIVE   What? You know I’d offer you one if  you could – 

BILLY   No food in the science department 

OLIVE   If  a tree falls in a forest and no one hears it, does it really 
  happen? 

LOUIS enters, a khaki bow-tie peeping from behind his lab-coat  

LOUIS   Cardamom and cloves is failproof  

BILLY   Olive was just putting it away. She’s sorry for any 
  inconvenience

OLIVE   No she’s not. When did she say that? If  you’ve got a 
  problem with it, I think you might find that’s a hate crime. 
  A woman on a train ate an egg at 6am on the way to work 
  and someone next to her told her she was disgusting, they  
  were prosecuted

LOUIS   Least we can rule out Billy for that one. On the contrary  
  I was going to commend the choice of  snack, that will   
  make an interesting breaktime activity, sucking up the 
  crumbs with a straw 

BILLY & OLIVE Um 

LOUIS   But my agreeableness here no way goes towards my 
  apology, for coming across foolhardy the other night 

OLIVE   Well this is for Billy, I’m here for Billy. As long as this works 
  for him  

LOUIS   That’s the idea. Olive you don’t have to be here

BILLY   I checked her in at reception 



OLIVE   I’m fine here watching, watching you. So how will this 
  work?

LOUIS   I’ll be placing a neural interface into Billy’s gustatory cortex 
  the part of  the brain responsible for the perception of  
  taste. We’re hoping to simulate Billy’s taste using electrical 
  activity to input the artificial feelings and responses to 
  flavour and taste that you and I automatically make. 

OLIVE   And it’s safe?

BILLY   Olive we’ve discussed this, I’m going to be fine. Give me 
  your phone. 

OLIVE   Why?

BILLY   Trust me. (OLIVE gives him her phone.) Why is your screensaver 
  a butternut squash? 

OLIVE   Why is yours not? (BILLY starts breaking apart her phone.) Billy, 
  what are you doing? I’ve got some compromising photos of  
   you on there, I’m not sure I want to lose them 

BILLY   See this, it’s a chip, stores billions of  cells of  data. Without 
  it your phone couldn’t work. It’s tiny

OLIVE   Well be careful not to drop it 

BILLY   I’m going to have a similar one like this in my brain. It will 
  receive and deliver information 

OLIVE   You’re going to turn into a phone. Will you make calls? 

BILLY   I’ll be fine. I’m good to get started Louis

LOUIS   Ok Billy if  you can sit here, I’ll be injecting the neural lace. 
  Is that comfortable? (Securing emg electrodes to BILLY’s head) 

OLIVE   Can I at least kiss him before?

LOUIS   He’s not going to die 



BILLY   Yeah quickly. (They can’t reach each other because the wires have got 
  in the way.) 

LOUIS   So this is a tiny needle containing the rolled up mesh, 
  the interface, the length of  the needle is the length between 
  the skull and the gustatory cortex which we measured – 
  (LOUIS starts inserting the needle into BILLY’s skull) 

OLIVE screams.

BILLY   WHAT

OLIVE   He’s got a needle

BILLY   I won’t mind if  you stand outside (LOUIS starts manipulating 
  the needle) 

OLIVE   Billy no you can’t go through with this I’m sorry but, you 
  just can’t, ok. I really don’t think you should, there’s 
  something –

LOUIS   Olive could you move those samosas (OLIVE picks them up 
  and starts eating) 

  Is that chicken? 

OLIVE   Yes why?

LOUIS   See studies into cultured chicken 

OLIVE   What is that? Chicken that likes watching BBC four 
  documentaries and enjoys foreign films without the subtitles

LOUIS   How do you achieve that crust?

OLIVE   Well – 

LOUIS   Done

OLIVE   Sorry? 



LOUIS   We’ll begin monitoring from now 

OLIVE   What’s happened?

LOUIS   It’s in, you can see it’s detected on here

OLIVE   Oh Billy, are you ok?

BILLY   Yes, I can’t really feel anything

LOUIS   So, as you can see on the screen, the implant allows us to 
  access Billy’s brain and monitor electrical activity. 

OLIVE   I’m not sure I want to see it 

BILLY   Why?

OLIVE   Because well I’ve always imagined the brain as a sort of  
  brain shaped pie chart, I’m not sure I want to see how 
  much a percentage I am 

BILLY laughs. 

LOUIS   You’re worried you might take up an eighth less than his 
  collection of  motherboards

OLIVE   No, I’m sure his mother takes up quite a lot, around 57%. 
  And then the Ted talks they take a good 

BILLY   A rightful 

OLIVE   33%

BILLY     /58%

OLIVE   His studies well they take a good 

BILLY   My work 

OLIVE   A good 70%. And that science presenter Liz Bonnin 

BILLY   Oh yes 



OLIVE   She probably takes up a good 50%

LOUIS   Not sure that’s possible we’re now over 100%. 

BILLY   Your cooking that’s 98%

OLIVE   That’s unfair, it’s something I want to share. I’d happily 
  give you a good third of  that  

BILLY   Your brain’s probably a big cauliflower 

OLIVE   Nothing between the ears, that’s what you’re saying? 

BILLY   I wasn’t saying that 

LOUIS  Look here Olive (She looks at the screen.)…Not what you were 
  expecting?

OLIVE   I don’t know it’s all just matter, like meat isn’t it? I’d 
  imagined sort of  a kaleidoscope. Like when I eat. It’s all 
  just spirals and swirls and shooting stars and a helter-skelter. 

LOUIS   It’s more a case of  electrical activity and we’ll do a test 
  run to see if  we’re detecting this in Billy’s brain. P300s 
  that sort of  thing. We’ll begin monitoring electrical 
  activity when Billy responds to you, Olive, someone he 
  responds to on a day to day basis, to check it’s working. 
  Perhaps one day Billy might be able to achieve a response 
  just as instinctive to food as he does with you  

OLIVE   Say you do, what is he going to be? In love with a fucking 
  carrot? 

LOUIS   Depends on what the carrot’s wearing

BILLY   You know those ones with a bottom, you love those 

OLIVE   I like wonky veg, but I don’t want you to leave me for one 

LOUIS   We’ll start with something basic, to check it’s working 

BILLY   I’ve checked it’s all looking tip-top



LOUIS  Sorry Billy, but I think there could be a conflict of  interest 
  here if  we confuse your role as participant researcher with  
  researcher. 

BILLY   Yes, but I am writing chapters in the book?

LOUIS   Your full diary of  the study yes

OLIVE   Can we get started? I’ve got work in an hour. 

LOUIS   Olive if  you could leave 

OLIVE   With pleasure. 

LOUIS   No to come back. Leave the room and then re-enter. When 
  she enters a room how do you feel?

BILLY   Depends. If  we’ve had an argument then dread, but I’m 
  glad to see her after work 

LOUIS   It wasn’t a question 

OLIVE   I’ll go and come back (She exits and re-enters) 

LOUIS   If  you could leave a bit more time, is that your usual walk?

OLIVE   Why? Do you want slow motion?

LOUIS   What’s your favourite walk? 

BILLY   Mine’s got to be the lake district

LOUIS   No that’s not what – 

OLIVE   Ok I’m going (leaves for 20 seconds) 

LOUIS   Would you mark a teaching report down on the choice of   
  font, ariel’s just a bit meh

BILLY   Um no. Is that my report?

OLIVE enters. 



  I wasn’t ready 

OLIVE exits.

BILLY   I didn’t know you’d be marking it 

LOUIS   Sorry I can’t give out student details, for confidentiality 
  reasons

BILLY   Yes but –

OLIVE re-enters.

LOUIS   Good I can take a reading from that 

OLIVE   Ok right 

LOUIS   Hmm no change 

BILLY   I’d just seen her, I’ve never really been good at role-play. 
  Maybe look at my P300, do you want me to oversee 
  the scalp-recorded electroencephalogram? See a crucial 
  thing with neural interfaces –

LOUIS   Interesting, we had a spike in the electrical activity when 
  you started talking about science

OLIVE   Seems about right 

BILLY   No 

OLIVE   It’s fine 

LOUIS   How about we try and give this scene more of  an 
  exposition?

OLIVE   Are you a director now? 

LOUIS   A short stint at Cannes film festival doesn’t make me a 
  director. What’s an ideal night for the both of  you? 



OLIVE   /A film 

BILLY   /A documentary 

LOUIS   Nice meal? 

OLIVE   Seriously?

LOUIS   No of  course. So, you’ve eaten dinner. The end titles of  a 
  David Attenborough, Tarantino has finished and you’re 
  looking to move the night on, let’s set the scene there. 

BILLY   Um

LOUIS   Billy work with me, Olive’s got to get to work. Maybe talk 
  about the film 

OLIVE   It was a good film, wasn’t it? 

BILLY   Yes, David Attenborough’s great 

OLIVE   Now we’re onto documentaries, that bit when he – 

BILLY   Of  course, you can’t see him 

OLIVE   It was quite intense – 

BILLY   Yeah when the penguins

OLIVE   Right 

LOUIS   Billy try and think sexy 

BILLY   Ok I can do sexy (he arranges himself  differently) 

LOUIS   Let me know when you’ve started 

BILLY   I had 

LOUIS  I thought that was a mildly constipated expression, my 
  mistake. Carry on 



BILLY   So, you’re looking really great tonight 

LOUIS   I don’t know maybe you’d say, is that silk? 

OLIVE   I’m not wearing silk 

LOUIS   Imagining that you were 

BILLY   Why are you imagining? 

LOUIS   You’re right let’s work with what we’ve got. Maybe think of  
  some phrases that get you in the mood Billy. 

BILLY  ‘You can watch your ted talk now’ 

OLIVE   You want to see how I make my boyfriend feel? (OLIVE 
  starts going to massage his back.) The thing I love about Billy is 
  that he’s unassuming and bright, how he fixes things – 

Starts getting a strong electrical activity reading. 

  Look, that must mean something 

LOUIS   Yes, I guess it’s working. Now let’s test Billy’s current 
  response to food, what can we use? 

BILLY   I’ll go to the canteen, find something. Am I alright to take 
  this off for now? 

LOUIS   Yes yes 

BILLY exits. 

OLIVE   Why are you doing this? 

LOUIS   I find if  you pack your bag in an orderly way, first pens, 
  screens then paper, it’s easier to – 

OLIVE   Do you think if  you’re born an arsehole that can be 
  modified? 



LOUIS   Being born without an arsehole would be challenging 

OLIVE   No being an arsehole 

LOUIS   Not sure if  that’s a genetic condition, it’s really part of  a 
  wider debate nature vs –

OLIVE   I know what you’re doing

LOUIS   My job 

OLIVE   Trying to destroy my relationship

LOUIS   Testing the hypothesis on whether taste can be simulated 
  using a neural interface to give people a synthetic 
  experience of  flavour, feeling, a new empathy 

OLIVE   Why are you making Billy look like an idiot? 

LOUIS   I’m not. He’s doing that all by himself  

OLIVE   You’re setting him up, trying to ruin us. Why him? 

LOUIS   He’s a very talented bio-engineer, one day his name will be 
  in papers, it’s a shame you don’t share my faith 

OLIVE   Why me? 

LOUIS   You’re his girlfriend, I thought you’d support his study. 
  Don’t you know you’re the main reason he’s doing this? 

OLIVE   No –

LOUIS   He’s sacrificing a lot to make you happy, what are you 
  doing for him?

OLIVE   I’m finding out what you’re doing

LOUIS   Or are you just stopping him from pursuing his dreams to 
  become the man he wants to be? You’ll be late for the co 
  op if  you don’t leave now 



OLIVE   Fuck 

LOUIS   Is this your name badge? 

OLIVE   Do you know who I am? 

BILLY   (entering) This is the weirdest type of  banana I’ve ever seen 

LOUIS   That would be because it’s a plantain. You were saying 
  Olive?
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SETTING

A: Nottingham, 2014. The home of  Michael Annesley.

B: Nottingham, 1984.

CHARACTERS

SARAH 53/23. Daughter of  Michael and Rita, sister to Rob, best 
friend to Julie. She works as a sewing machinist in a local factory.

MICHAEL 78/48. Husband to Rita, father to Sarah and Rob. 
He has been mining in Nottingham all his life.

JULIE 23. Wife to Mark, mother to Joshua and best friend to 
Sarah. She works as a sewing machinist with Sarah.

ROB 48/18. Son of  Michael and Rita, brother to Sarah. He has 
been a miner since he was 16.

MARK 25. Married to Julie and father to Joshua. He does not 
come from Nottingham originally.

EDDIE mid 40’s. He has been mining in Nottingham all his life 
with Michael.

ESTHER Early 30’s. Barmaid and leader of  the Nottingham 
Women Against Pit Closures.

JOSHUA 3 year old son of  Julie and Mark.

RITA Mid 40’s. Wife to Michael, mother to Sarah and Rob. She 
has a long term and debilitating illness.



Notes: the Annesley family, Julie, Eddie and the Women Against 
Pit Closures should all speak with a working class Nottingham 
accent.

… Indicates a lost sentence.
• indicates an interruption
/ indicates the next line overlaps
  a new line indicates a long pause.



ACT 1

SCENE 1

2014. The home of  Michael Annesley. It is reminiscent of  the 80’s but lacks family 
memorabilia. It feels old but comfortable, small, and there is nothing of  expense there.
MICHAEL, 70 odd, sits comfortably in an old, well worn armchair. He does not breath 
easy, it is hard work. He is listening to the radio.
SARAH enters, throws her coat over a chair and kicks off her shoes.

SARAH  Mornin’, Dad.

SARAH puts the kettle on and busies herself  making a sandwich for her Dad. She takes a 
newspaper over with the lunch, which MICHAEL begins to read immediately. She turns 
the radio off and cleans. This is their routine.

SARAH   Dad, did you take your meds this morning?

MICHAEL Yes, duck.

SARAH  The new ones as well?

MICHAEL Yes, duck.

SARAH  When are you seeing Dr. Thomas again?

MICHAEL Monday, I think.
  Yes, Monday…
  Did you talk to Robert?

SARAH  No, Dad.

MICHAEL Bloody son.

SARAH  I’ll get through to him. It’s just been a… long time, Dad.

MICHAEL A bloody long time. I could be dead for all he cares.

SARAH  He knows you’re not dead, Dad.
  Eat your sandwich.



MICHAEL does not touch the sandwich. He drinks the tea and returns to the paper.

MICHAEL You always make it just right.

SARAH  I’ve had a lot of  practice.
  Anything good in the paper?

MICHAEL You’ve not seen it?

SARAH  I’ve seen… bits.

MICHAEL So why you asking me?

SARAH  Just… nothings caught your eye?

MICHAEL Mm.

SARAH  I’m in it, Dad.

MICHAEL What for this time?

SARAH  It’s about the mines… the government have 
  released those papers.

MICHAEL What papers?

SARAH  They say that they always intended, the 
  government, to close 70 odd mines. Not just 20.
  70 mines, Dad.

MICHAEL 70.

SARAH  All along. They lied, Dad.

MICHAEL They always lie. Thats what governments do.

SARAH  Dad, this is big.

MICHAEL It doesn’t change anything.



SARAH  It proves that everything we did back then, the 
  strikes, were right. Dad, it proves that they had 
  no intention… that they didn’t care about anyone.

MICHAEL It proves me right that nothing would’ve made a   
  difference.

SARAH  At least I tried.

MICHAEL You wasted your time.

SARAH  I wasted my time? Dad, look around, no one has 
  a job, this city is dead! At least I tried to stop it.

MICHAEL It did more harm than good.

SARAH  Yeah. It doesn’t change anything.



1984, NOTTINGHAM

SCENE TWO

Everyone is in the pub, the life and soul of  the community. The people are working class, all 
ages, male and female. ESTHER, the barmaid, is cleaning up glasses and serving drinks, 
laughing politely at the jokes of  older men. MICHAEL, SARAH and ROB sit around a 
table with JULIE and MARK.

JULIE  We have big news!

ROB  Not another baby?

MICHAEL Son!

MARK  No, no baby. I got a new job!

SARAH  Congratulations!

ROB  Well done!

MICHAEL That’s great news, where is it?

JULIE  Down the pit, with you.

ROB  Our pit?

MARK  Our pit. Start Monday.

SARAH  Mark, thats wonderful. You can all go up together.

MICHAEL That’s right, you can come with us, lad.

MARK  Anyone want a drink?

ROB  Nonsense, this rounds on me. Cheers to you, Markey.   
  You’re one of  us, proper.

The boys walk away to the bar. 

JULIE  It’s just in time too, I was starting to worry about 
  how we’d buy Josh’s school things what with 



  Mark not earning. This is good timing, gives us time to save.
SARAH  Jules, you’ve got months! You know we’d all help with Josh 
  if  things got really bad.

MICHAEL No point buying fancy stuff for the little uns, they’ll be 
  ruined quick enough.

SARAH  Dad…

JULIE  I know, it’s just I want the best for him, you know.

SARAH  Are you going to keep working?

JULIE  I think so. Josh has preschool and mum loves to spend 
  time with him. You know what she’s like. How’s Rita doing?

The boys return with a fresh round.

ROB  Mum’s good.

SARAH  Yeah, she’s doing ok. She’s been in a good mood, at least.

MARK  Send her our love, won’t you.

MICHAEL ’Course we will.

JULIE  Guess who we saw this morning, Sar. Your Bobby! He’s a 
  copper now. Looks good in that uniform.

ROB  Bloody coppers. Knew he’d end up doing something like that.

SARAH  He’s not my Bobby. Thats nice, good for him, I don’t care.

MICHAEL He was no good for you, duck.

SARAH  Can we not talk about this.

ROB  Mum loved that boy.

SARAH  Mum loves everyone. Come on, Jules, let’s dance.



The pair dance.

SCENE 3

Textile factory. JULIE and SARAH are at work, each at a sewing machine. They chat in 
between bursts of  noise. SARAH is unfocused.

SARAH  Did you see the news?

JULIE  About the pit closures, yes, I did. Mark says it’s fine, but   
  I’m worried.

SARAH  You can’t just close 20 pits when you feel like it. These are 
  people’s lives, their communities.

JULIE  Are they going to redeploy them or something?

SARAH  I don’t think so. They’re just bitter about the strikes, want 
  to show they’re more powerful.

JULIE  At least it’s not our pit.

SARAH  It won’t be long until it is.

JULIE  No, the Nottingham coal fields are still good, profitable 
  and that aren’t they. No, they’re just closing the bad ones.

SARAH  You don’t believe that do you?

JULIE  I wouldn’t say it if  I didn’t.

SARAH  This is just the next stage. They’ve been shrinking mining 
  in this country for years. It’ll all be gone before Josh is   
  grown. I can feel it.

JULIE  Mark says they’re not closing.

SARAH  Not yet.

JULIE  Would it be such a bad thing? Those mines kill people,   
  they work them too hard and all that dust… I know its a   



  good job and all but… I don’t know.

SARAH  If  there was something else for us, then maybe, but there 
  isn’t. Jules, you know how few other jobs there are, I’ve 
  never seen so many people out of  work. If  the pits go,   
  we’re done for.

JULIE  I don’t know if  I want that life for my Joshua.

SARAH  At least it’s a life, good pay and benefits and that. At least, 
  that’s what my Dad would say.

JULIE  It’s tough on Mark, he’s putting on a brave face but I   
  know it’s hard for him.

SARAH  He’ll get the hang of  it. I know he will.

JULIE  I know. Josh misses him.

SARAH  That kid doesn’t know how lucky he is. He has the two 
  best parents on the planet. I wish I could be him.

JULIE  Me too. His childhood has already been way better than  
  mine. Don’t tell my mum I said that.

SARAH  Imagine being three again. Not a care in the world,   
  endless possibilities…

JULIE  He cares a lot about breakfast, let me tell you.

SARAH  Me too. Favourite meal of  the day.

JULIE  What about fish and chips, though. Nothing beats a bag   
  of  chips.

SARAH  Mushy peas!

JULIE  Stop, this conversation is making me hungry.

SARAH  What do you think he’ll do, when he’s older?



JULIE  Go down the pit, I’m sure. He could join the police, like   
  Bobby?
SARAH  He’s not showing any hidden talents, like he could be a   
  future footballer or super scientist?

JULIE  No! He’s a regular child. He likes football, but who can   
  say when you’re three.

SARAH  What would you do, if  you could do anything?

JULIE  I’ve never really thought about it.

SARAH  My dad always used to say keep your head down, you’ll 
  get a good job and then you’ll get a good man. Never   
  really thought more of  it. But mum, I think she wanted 
  more for me.

JULIE  Like what?

SARAH  I don’t know. Just more. There has got to be more to life 
  than factories and pits and marriage and kids.

JULIE  I like marriage and kids. I like my job. Aren’t you grateful? 
  Look at those kids in Africa, struggling to live. And we’ve  
  got all this, security and family.

SARAH  But that’s what I’m talking about, there’s this whole world 
  out there. There is more to life than Nottingham. I feel   
  like I am barely living.

JULIE  Where has all this come from?

SARAH  I don’t know. I know we’re lucky, and I am grateful.

JULIE  But what?

SARAH  Never mind. I can’t exactly leave my mum, can I?



SCENE 4:

The pub feels different. It is on edge. No one is dancing. The men and women have 
separated into huddles, MARK, ROB and MICHAEL sit with EDDIE, a miner. 
JULIE AND SARAH sit separately. ESTHER remains behind the bar.

MICHAEL So Yorkshire have walked out?

ROB  Yes, they’re striking.

MICHAEL They’re mad.

EDDIE  They have to. They risk losing their jobs either way.

ROB  They’re calling for a mass strike. Everyone.

MARK  I can’t risk it, I’ve only just got this job. They’d sack me on 
  the spot.

EDDIE  It’s about more than just your job, it’s about an industry, a
  way of  life. You’ve got a kid, right? He’ll have no future,   
  be living off the dole like the rest of  the damn country.

MICHAEL Hold on, they’re not closing our pit. We’re fine.

ROB  That’s the official message, but that’s not what I’m 
  hearing. They’re saying this is just the beginning, more   
  closures are coming.

MICHAEL Says who?

EDDIE  I heard they want to stop making coal full stop. All these
  new technologies, they don’t need it any more.

MICHAEL I use coal every day, so does every bloody house I know.   
  They expect us to freeze?

MARK  Well we cannot let them cut us out completely.

ROB  We have to join them, show them we mean business.



MICHAEL And then we’ll all get sacked and they’ll make it look like 
  we closed the mines!

EDDIE  I’d rather go out with a fight than do nothing!

MARK  I can’t. They will sack me.

EDDIE  So you stay in your job an extra year or two, we’ll fight for  
  you shall we?

MICHAEL Eddie, come on. None of  us can afford to strike again, last  
  time was… well, Rita never got over it.

ROB  Mum wouldn’t forgive us for not helping. Thousands are 
  about to lose their jobs, their livelihoods. Think of  all 
  those kids like Josh who rely on those pits.

EDDIE  And what if  this chatter is true, that we’re next? We can’t  
  take that risk.

MICHAEL Either way, they win. What is the point in giving them   
  what they want?

MARK  We’d be stupid to walk out. We’d make ourselves a target. 
  Surely there’s a plan, send more men here, or to the new  
  technologies?

MICHAEL Governments like ours don’t think like that, son.   
  Especially that Thatcher. She’s got it in for us.

SARAH  Dad’s convinced this has nothing to do with profits.

JULIE  What’s he on about?

SARAH  He thinks the government lost last time and they want to 
  get their own back.

JULIE  Revenge, really? No, The dust has got to his brain.



SARAH  I don’t know, there’s talk, reports in the papers… did you
  see what the pickets were saying? They’re going to close  
  more like 70 odd mines.

JULIE  Why would they say 20 when they mean 70?

SARAH  To avoid another strike. They don’t want to be responsible 
  for thousands more unemployed men, so they’re doing it 
  bit by bit. Thinking that no one will notice.

JULIE  That’s crazy. They can’t do that. Mark’s been told his job’s safe.

SARAH  My Dad, too.

JULIE  It’s hysteria, I’m telling you.

End of  extract.
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PRESENT CHARACTERS

PINK 
In his seventies.

AISHA 
In her teens. 

YAQUB  
In his thirties.

ROS  
In her fifties.

TAYLOR  
In his forties. 

LEBO  
A child.

ABSENT CHARACTERS 

DARYL 
We hear his voice from childhood to early adulthood. 

(He went missing in his twenties.)



TEXT NOTES

… denotes a pause or trailing off.
/ denotes an interruption.



ACT 1 SCENE 1

PINK is in the Furniture Store. He is in the middle of  a phone call from a friend, detailing 
that the coast guard haven’t been able to find a trace of  his missing son Daryl.

PINK   Hmmm...hmm.
  What are they using? No sonar? Oh… 
  Of  course it’s worth it... 
  Well it bloody sounds like that. 
  I don’t know, I heard nothing directly, just from you... huh? 
  Oh only me... yeah, I’ll talk to someone... of  course... hmm... 
  I’m being hung out to dry here, as if  there’s no hope. 
  Coming up with the worst in my head... 
  Well they should carry on. At night as well...
  For God’s sake I’ll go out... 
  Daryl knows the boat and the tides there. 
  I don’t see how it’s dangerous? The sea hasn’t been that 
  rough. 
  People get trained for this... 
  Yeah. Yeah. It’s okay.
  I’ll be alright... yeah, yeah…
  See you...

The phone call finishes. PINK sits on the sofa trying to hold it together, but eventually is 
overwhelmed. 

ACT 1 SCENE 2

AISHA is in her bedroom. She is preparing a school presentation that she has to give on 
‘The Old Man and The Sea’ by Ernest Hemingway. 

AISHA   For example the moral ambiguty... ambigu... ambiguity of  
  the fisherman is highlighted in this passage.  
  ‘You did not kill the fish only to keep alive and to sell for  
  food, he thought. You killed him for pride and because   
  you are a fisherman. You loved him when he was alive   
  and you loved him after. If  you love him, it is not a sin 
  to kill him. Or is it more?’ I think it is an interesting   



  moment when the... of  the... moment of  self  reflection 
  from the/

She is interrupted by the sudden sound of  a child crying. It is her younger step-brother 
LEBO crying at the door. AISHA quickly stops her presentation and goes to the door.  

AISHA   Lebo, Lebo come here. You’re crying bro? 

She wipes his face and notices he is bleeding. 

  What’s this? 

LEBO   Ow.

AISHA   What happened?

LEBO  Nothing.

AISHA   No, no bro, I’m not blaming you. 
  You’ve been... Ouch. Let me see. 

LEBO is shaking. AISHA comforts him.

  Hey, hey, we’ll sort this. It’ll be okay. 

LEBO   A brick. 

AISHA   A brick! Are they downstairs? 

LEBO   Yes.

AISHA   That’s it my man. 
  We’re going out. Find an ice cream or something. You like  
  that?

LEBO is silent.

  Quietly yeah?

AISHA gets a plaster and carefully places it over LEBO’s cut. 



LEBO   Ouch.

AISHA   Sorry. 

She gently kisses it better.
 
  How’s that?

LEBO is silent. 

AISHA keeps giving him little kisses.

  And that. And that. And that. And that. 

LEBO   (Very quietly.) Better.

AISHA   What was that? 

LEBO   Better.

AISHA   Better, is that better? Good.

AISHA starts to gather some belongings into a bag.

LEBO   What are you doing?

AISHA   Just in case we can’t come back.

She carries on packing. 

LEBO   I don’t want to/ 

AISHA   What? 

LEBO   Go.

AISHA   You don’t want to go? 

LEBO   We’ll get in trouble.



AISHA   We’re already in trouble. Look at you. 
  What’s going to happen if  we stay here? 

LEBO   I don’t know. 

AISHA   You do. Do you want more scars? 

LEBO   No. 

AISHA   No. It’s enough. 

LEBO nods. AISHA passes a coat and cap to him and listens at the door. She then opens 
the window and starts to climb out. 
  
  Come on!

As LEBO and AISHA escape the house the song ‘Leviathan’ by Nick Cave plays: 

  ‘We talked it round and round again…
  and drove the car down to the sea, the sea...
  We sat in the car park for an hour or two…’

As the song plays the lights start to slowly fade on them.

Now the Days, Months and Years flick by in the Town until it is Three Years Later.
The rest of  the play takes place over one night in early Spring, from dusk to dawn. 

ACT 1 SCENE 3
 
‘Leviathan’ by Nick Cave transitions into the next scene. PINK is inside the Furniture 
Store. YAQUB is clearing up some rubbish that has been left on the doorstep of  the Store. 
They are both going through these routines, as the scene focuses on PINK.
6pm. PINK is marking the anniversary of  his son Daryl’s disappearance, who has been 
missing for the past three years. We see his annual ritual for which he has made a makeshift 
shrine on the mantelpiece, consisting of  a series of  photos and memorabilia. He places a 
fishing rod by the mantelpiece. 

PINK    Leaving a little something for ya. No pressure son. Come  



  and get it whenever ya feel. Can’t say I ever rushed ya. A 
  free spirit like. Runs in the blood that. Nah that’s the last 
  thing that’ll change. Oooff, my bodies changing though, 
  no stopping the lumps and bumps. Fighting it, but I’m not 
  winning, so sooner rather than later boy or ya might miss me. 

PINK then starts cutting and pasting together bits of  old cassette tapes to make a 
compilation of  Daryl’s childhood recordings. He listens on headphones. YAQUB comes in 
and places some of  the rubbish in the bin and washes his hands. 

PINK reacts to Daryl’s voice on the tapes.

  Aha them bumper cars. 

He notices YAQUB and starts to retell the story. 

  First time he went on them, dashing through the gaps.   
  Then a few days later, found my van with the keys in. You 
  remember son? Straight off! Ya chancer. Dover? Never   
  would say what he was looking for there. 

YAQUB   Trying to get to France? 

PINK   Yeah! Nevermind being thirteen. What a chancer. Tryin 
  to leave your Da all on his own. Ya big dreamer. 

Pink searches around for his walking stick. 

  Where’s my stick? Them pink rays. Nowhere else like it, 
  even if  it’s the bloody exposed kneecap of  England. 

YAQUB finds the walking stick and brings it over to him. 

  Time for a walkabout... catch a signal from whatever port. 
  Gothenburg. Lerwick. Bergen. Sure you got more   
  company than ya old Da. 

YAQUB   Oi!

PINK   Haha, party of  two here. 



YAQUB   That’s right. 

PINK   Well, the party’s winding down.

PINK gingerly moves with his stick.  

  Oooff!

YAQUB   Don’t talk like that. 

PINK   No, no. I’m not giving up. Never have. Don’t know how.

PINK heads out of  the Furniture Store to walk on the beach. 
YAQUB then takes out his phone and a crumpled piece of  paper with a number on it. He 
dials the number and speaks.

YAQUB   Hello, yes... He left. 

YAQUB looks around the store and then flops down on the sofa for a rest. 

ACT 1 SCENE 4

6pm. AISHA is alone in a bedroom of an abandoned house, it is a different house from 
three years ago, they never went home. There is a mattress on the floor, a low table and a 
tomato plant in the room. TAYLOR is talking to her through the locked door. 

TAYLOR  This silence. What’s happening gal? 

AISHA   Nothing.

TAYLOR  It’s unlike you firework...  
  We’ve seen each other through toughness. 
  Got a roof  over you didn’t I? 

AISHA   Yeah.

AISHA’s phone rings. She rushes to it and picks up. 



AISHA   Hello? hello... 

TAYLOR  Who’s that? 

She puts the phone down in disappointment, no one answered back. 

AISHA   No one. 

TAYLOR  Are you talking with someone? 

AISHA   No. You know that.

TAYLOR  You can talk with me though, yeah?

AISHA   Yeah. 

TAYLOR  Why are you locking yourself  away then? 

AISHA   You’re pushing me. 

TAYLOR  That’s dramatic.

AISHA   I got no space. 

TAYLOR  It’s just our little agreement. It will make me happy.

Pause.

  Look, you’re the best. Same as Aisha. Same as with me.   
  It’ll be fun.  

AISHA   I don’t want to. 

TAYLOR  Think of  the bigger picture. I got you a place. Have some 
  faith in me right.   

AISHA   Faith, yeah. What about Lebo?

TAYLOR  Here we go. What can I do if  he pisses off? 



AISHA   That’s not true.

TAYLOR  Come on. Why would I do that?

AISHA   Because he was getting in the way.

TAYLOR  He was a ball of  anger, waiting to explode. Probably self  
  combusted or something. I’ll help you, but I’m not a 
  childminder.  

AISHA   Come on. 

TAYLOR  What? 

AISHA   You’re like a six foot stack of  lies. 

Silence. AISHA looks out along the street. TAYLOR tries to shift her mood.

TAYLOR  You need me to come in and turn you on? 

Pause.

  Light the fuse?

AISHA   No. 

TAYLOR switches tact.

TAYLOR  Are you opening this door? 
  Or just waiting for me to kick it down.
  I gave my patience like, Aisha.
  They’re waiting for you alright. 
  Just give them a good time yeah. 
  For me. 

AISHA   Always playing as a team.

TAYLOR  Yeah, right? So should you. Being such a prissy suddenly. 

AISHA   And Lebo?



Pause. 

  I’ll end you if  you’ve done something. 

TAYLOR  Well. You got that inside out. 
  Remember where you came from? 
  A bit of  street dirt. 
  Probably where he is.
  It wouldn’t be my choice, but hand on heart that’ll be 
  your lot.
  So play the game, yeah.

TAYLOR calls back into the house. 

  Nearly ready, she’s just getting fired up!

There’s a series of  laughs from inside the house. A group of  Taylor’s friends, who he has 
promised some time with Aisha. 

AISHA is seemingly frozen in her position in the room. She then lashes out and violently 
attacks her mattress and duvet. The feathers fly everywhere, caught in the last rays of  sun. She 
then sinks onto the mattress and the door is kicked open by TAYLOR for the group to enter. 

ACT 1 SCENE 5 

Sunset. PINK is walking along the beach, every now and then scanning the coastline. This 
has become his regular evening walk since Daryl disappeared at sea. He is wearing a large 
fisherman’s raincoat with a hood. Rain and fog sweeps in off the sea. 

Meanwhile ROS is up on the rocks overlooking the beach. She takes a phone call. 

ROS   Thanks... I’ll try...

She puts the phone down. 

PINK is right up by the edge of  the waves now. 

PINK   Aha it’s cooking up a real live one. 



  Look at this choppy brown mucka water. 
  Nevermind the shit storm weather mate. 
  Ya boat surging through it.
  Get across and jibe too. Quick now. 
  Bossing it. I see ya bossing it Daryl.
  Listen to him eh. He’ll bring you all in, you fairweather lot.

As ROS stands on the rocks, she throws stones out to the sea. The weather makes it difficult 
for them to see each other, but she has spotted him. 
She calls down to PINK after nearly hitting him with a stone. 

ROS   Sorry.   

PINK   Eh? Alright.

Pause.

ROS   Real gusty. 

PINK   Yeah. 

Pause.

ROS   Hardly saw you. Even with that jacket. 

PINK   It’s my beacon ain’t it. 

ROS   Shouldn’t be losing sight of  you, but this fog falls fast. 

PINK   Yeah right. For him. 

ROS   What? 

PINK   Nothing.

She can barely hear in the wind. Words fall away. 

PINK calls out with conviction now to the sea.

PINK   Speed along! Dishing up your favourite tonight.
  Follow your nose. Gnarly wind’ll help. And get em boys to  



  pull their weight. 
  Jibe and Tack. Move about lads. On your haunches. On 
  your toes.

ROS   Who are you chatting to? 

PINK   Eh? All gravy. Just clearing my head. 

ROS   ‘Better to sail the Ocean of  Hope, than a Sea of  Despair?’ 

PINK   Who says?

ROS   An old saying. 

PINK   Sounds like bullocks. 

ROS   Well I think there’s truth/

PINK   Easy to say ain’t it/

ROS   I’m not saying/ 

PINK   It’s a thing someone without any cares would say. 

ROS   Well, I, I... 

Pause.

  Could we?/ (talk)

PINK   It’s hard to get... to get your hands on...

ROS   Slippery fish right?

There’s a silence between them as they look out at the sea. 

PINK   Ocean of  Hope eh. 

PINK accidently drops the photo of  Daryl.

ROS   Getting a brew at the cafe? 



PINK   Got to be out tonight. 

ROS   Keep them off the rocks is it? 

PINK   I’ll say. Yeah Pink’s Beacon. The new lighthouse.
They start walking in opposite directions. 

PINK   (Mumbles to himself.) Turning to stone anyway. 

PINK walks away down the beach. ROS notices the photograph that is being blown around 
by the wind. She climbs down from the rocks and manages to catch it, but PINK has gone. 

ROS takes a bit of  time to herself  as she looks at the image. 

ACT 1 SCENE 6

AISHA is in the same room as before. The men have gone, but the room is a mess, with 
the bedsheets scattered and beer bottles and cigarette butts on the table and floor. AISHA is 
wrapped in a towel and is caring for the tomato plant.  

AISHA   Such a change in moods. Too much sun. Not enough. 
  How about over here? How’s that? 

TAYLOR walks in. He scans the room. AISHA continues to care for the plant. TAYLOR 
inspects the broken door. 

TAYLOR  Where’s the key? 

AISHA   I don’t know.

TAYLOR rummages through her jacket pockets and finds the key and her phone. He takes 
them both and leaves.

AISHA   I’m letting you down Miss Tomato.

TAYLOR walks in again and trips on the door, so gives it a kick. He messes up AISHA’s 
hair and sits on the bed to smoke. AISHA continues to care for the plant. 

TAYLOR  That was alright wasn’t it? The thought is always worse.   



  Getting all up here.
  They’re good mates though. 

He takes out a necklace from his pocket. 

  I got you this. 
He puts the necklace on her. 

  Makes you sparkle. 

AISHA   Does that make you feel better? 

TAYLOR  Wow, so negative.

AISHA plays with the leaves of  the Tomato plant.

AISHA   You creep your way under the skin, but you’re never 
  responsible. 

TAYLOR  This new tune?

Pause.

  Look, I don’t groom no one Aisha. Society groom. 
  Look after yourself. What else can you do? 
  Some people got disadvantage, yeah, they ain’t got no 
  other choice. 
  But I learnt about fear early. 
  You can only trust yourself. 
  Loyal love. No love. Whatever, don’t rely on it.
  Fearless like. You can control that.
  Look about. Who’s fearless?
  Them that look after themselves.
  That’s right. You have to work with it.
  Use it to your advantage. 
  It’s not only kids that run away like you and the boy. 
  A lot of  people go missing. 

AISHA   We didn’t choose it, but you do. 

TAYLOR  You’ll get control later.



  Just got to suck it up for now. Like I done.
  The boy made a choice. 
  But look how it turned out. 
  Got ahead of  himself.

There’s a silence between them. 

  Someone said the other day, 
  That boy dead or just running? 

AISHA rushes up and hits him. 

AISHA   Stop fucking about! What happened? 

TAYLOR  I dunno. Thought he was better?

TAYLOR runs his hand along the stem of  the plant.

AISHA   Leave that.

TAYLOR snaps it in half. He then gets up and walks to the door. 

He walks out, before putting his head back around the door.

TAYLOR  You should lose this serious edge, it don’t suit you.

AISHA   You don’t own my fucking feelings.

TAYLOR  Easy with the anger, firework. 

TAYLOR pulls the door closed and locks it from the outside. 

AISHA picks up the broken pieces of  the tomato plant and sits with them on the mattress. 
After a while she goes to the window and tries to open it, it is also locked. She then wedges 
the tomato plant stalks under the door. She gets a lighter and some of  the cigarettes and sets 
fire to the mattress. AISHA lays down on the mattress watching it burn as the smoke starts 
to fill the room.

TAYLOR starts to knock, getting increasingly loud and firm as he pushes against the 
wedged door. The smoke starts to fill AISHA’s lungs. 



TAYLOR  What’s going on? 

At the last moment AISHA gets up and smashes the window. She gets onto the window sill 
and jumps two stories down to the ground. 
TAYLOR breaks his way into the room, forcing the door. Coughing and stumbling in the 
smoke. He runs to the mattress and the window and then back to try and put out the fire.

ACT 1 SCENE 7

AISHA runs down the street towards the beach, she has an injured ankle from the jump. 
She attempts to call Lebo on a pay phone. His phone is dead. 

AISHA   Lebo. Turn on your phone. 

She takes off her socks and leaves them on the side of  the pay phone. The only sign she can 
think of  to show she has escaped Taylor’s house. 

ACT 1 SCENE 8

ROS is sitting on the rocks, wrapped up against the wind. She is listening on headphones 
(which the audience can hear) to an audio guide that is directing her through exercises on 
finding the boundaries of  her body. It is from Peter Levine’s Healing Trauma.

AUDIO  ‘Let’s start by gently tapping the palm of  your left hand   
  with the fingers of  your right hand. Do this as many times 
  as you need to get a sense of  that part of  your body. And 
  then stop tapping and take the time to notice the sensation 
  in the palm of  your hand. What do you feel? Do you feel 
  tingly? Do you feel a vibration? Do you feel numb, hot 
  or cold, just notice whatever you feel. And maybe even 
  look at your hand and say something like, this is my hand. 
  My hand belongs to me, my hand is a part of  me. You can 
  use any words that feel right to give you the idea of  
  ownership. Ownership of  each part of  yourself  belonging  
  to a greater whole.’ 

ROS   This is my hand. My hand that I am looking at belongs to 
  me. It is a part of  my body. 



She continues with the tapping exercise. 

ACT 1 SCENE 9

Outside along the streets TAYLOR is looking for AISHA. 

TAYLOR  Aisha! Come back, it will be fine.

AISHA moves trying not to make a sound as she looks for somewhere to hide. 

  What do you want? We can work it.

Both AISHA and TAYLOR continue moving along the streets, just missing each other.

  I won’t make you do that again. I promise. It can be just   
  me and you. 

AISHA eventually climbs a wall, which leads into the yard of  Pink’s Furniture Store. She 
finds a jammed window that she can fit through and climbs in. As she does this she realises 
she is stepping over YAQUB who is still asleep on the sofa. 

AISHA   Huh. 

TAYLOR’s voice travels in from outside.

TAYLOR  Come on firework! 

AISHA looks around the Store and then hides in a large cupboard. There is a gradual 
blackout followed by a few electric sparks in the Store; hints that the building is both fragile 
and representative of  the Nervous System in some way.

ACT 1 SCENE 10

ROS is sitting in a local cafe/diner. She sits on her own with a cup of  tea. She is writing 
in her notebook/a letter.  

ROS   You know… it really does confront you with the best and 
  the worst huh. 
  You remember the horrendous things we did to each other? 



  But there’s also resiliency I suppose… 
  Committing to myself.
  Over the years. 
  In some ways I don’t think I appreciated myself  until 
  I...I...
  Pink, it’s why I came back.

The song on the radio, ‘Closer’ by Alfa Mist and Lester Duval, washes over the cafe/diner. 
ROS drinks the tea and peers out the window. She tries to keep writing. 

ACT 1 SCENE 11

PINK arrives back to the Furniture Store from the beach. YAQUB is still sleeping on the 
sofa.

PINK   Oi oi Yaqub! 

PINK gets a potato from out of  the cupboard and then picks up a spud gun, he starts to 
take pot shots at YAQUB. There is a limited reaction. 

  The man sleeps like a whale. If  whale’s sleep? A mole.   
  Never opening his eyes. 

PINK shoots him again. YAQUB mumbles. 

PINK   That’s it. The morning has broken mole.  

YAQUB   O you’re back.

PINK   All done. Time to shift stuff.

YAQUB   Huh?

PINK starts singing the primary school song ‘Morning has Broken’ as he begins organising 
the furniture. 

PINK   ‘Morning has broken,
  Like the first morning,



  Blackbird hath spoken
  Like the first bird.’ 

YAQUB   It’s almost dark Pink. There’s no birds.

PINK   Yeah it’s after 6pm though and tomorrow’s tight. 

YAQUB   Sorry. Just resting.

YAQUB checks over the calendar and work schedule. 

YAQUB   It’s Lailat al-Miraj tomorrow.

PINK   Huh? 

YAQUB   Mohammad’s journey at night. 

PINK   We should celebrate!

YAQUB   How? Go on a night walk?

PINK   Sure a night walk to the dance hall? The boxing? Or 
  curry and chips? 

YAQUB   Hah. All of  them. 

PINK impersonates an announcer at the Boxing.

PINK   One night only. The exceptional mountain Yak. Arms like 
  rocks.

YAQUB throws a few punches into the air. Then throws some more at a nearby lamp, 
knocking it over. 

PINK   Keep training.  

They continue to organise the furniture in order to have it ready to be delivered in the early 
morning. 

YAQUB   How you feel? 



PINK   Probably as tired as you. 

YAQUB   I’m energy.

YAQUB throws a few more punches and dances about on his feet.

PINK   Ha. Really. 

PINK gives him a right hook, landing it on the side of  YAQUB.
 
  You look like you need a week of  sleep. 

YAQUB   You too.

PINK   What a week. 

YAQUB   It’s strange to be clearing the Store. 

PINK   Yeah. Time eh? 
  Can’t decide if  I love it or hate it.

YAQUB   It’s not a person. 

PINK   O, I got more feelings about time than anyone else. 
  I’d invite her to dinner over anyone, ya know famous.
  We need a long chat/

YAQUB   Over the Gypsy King? 

PINK   Well…
 
YAQUB   Nick Cave?

PINK   You get to invite a few people Yaqub! It’s not going to just 
  be me and Mr or Miss Time!

YAQUB   The Kid

PINK   Which kid? 



There’s a pause as they try to work out which Kid.

YAQUB   I don’t remember. Kid Bb...bb/

PINK   Jack ‘Kid’ Berg!

YAQUB   Him

PINK   The Whitechapel Whirlwind. 
  Alright. Those lot, plus time and the fucking Queen of   
  Sheba. 

YAQUB   She’s dead.

PINK   So’s the ‘Kid’. 

A brief  silence. 

  Well, you can still invite them. There’s no rules. Like time. 

YAQUB   She’d bring you gifts. Gold knives, forks, plates. 
  Do you prefer Gold or a strong woman? 

PINK   Gold. No wait, but not too strong. 

YAQUB   Scared?

PINK   Pink is never scared. Who would you invite? 

Pause. YAQUB’s emotions threaten to overwhelm him. 

YAQUB   Stupid. 

PINK   Don’t be silly. 

YAQUB   I like sleep, because I see other people.

PINK   What are you saying?

YAQUB   I escape myself.



PINK   Why do you want to do that?

YAQUB   Just disappear. 

PINK   Do you talk to them? 
  I’ve heard you talking to yourself  even while you’re awake. 

YAQUB is suddenly suspicious that PINK has found out he’s been hearing voices.

YAQUB   No. No! Why? Maybe one time to myself. Say it is not 
  real. 

PINK   Maybe they’re saying something to you. Making a sign?
  You could listen. A shrink once said it’s good to talk to 
  your voices.

YAQUB   I’m not crazy.

PINK   No. Alright, let’s finish shifting these.

PINK and YAQUB get to the last big cabinet which they need to shift. It is heavier than 
they were expecting. 

PINK   Jesus!

YAQUB   Gypsy King! 

PINK   Yeah might as well be. 

YAQUB   Ya big dosser!

PINK   You’re making me drop it!

They both lose their grip and drop the cupboard. The cupboard doors open and AISHA is 
revealed inside. 

PINK   Holy what! 

There’s a silence between them all. 

PINK   Well… you look lost.



AISHA   Yeah. 

PINK   How’d you get/

AISHA   Give me space.

PINK and YAQUB move away. 

PINK   Just figuring you out, love/

AISHA   Love? Piss off.

YAQUB   Calm, calm.

PINK takes some time to try and work her out.

PINK   So what you doing in our cupboard? 

AISHA comes out of  the cupboard.

AISHA   This place is a fucking mess.

There is the faint sound of  TAYLOR outside on the street. 

TAYLOR  Aisha. Aisha. Come on Gal, you’re winding me up.

PINK   Fucking mess? 

YAQUB   Aisha? 

AISHA   Shhh

YAQUB   What’s up? 

AISHA   Please.

TAYLOR’s voice again comes from the street. 

TAYLOR  Playing the game huh. I got your socks. Hate the idea of   
  you going barefoot on a cold night. 



TAYLOR is knocking on all the doors up and down the street. 

PINK   Spot of  bother eh?

YAQUB   Don’t like this. 

AISHA   Help will you. 

YAQUB   Go inside.

She gets back in the cupboard.

PINK   Close the doors, the doors.

PINK and YAQUB close the cupboard doors with AISHA inside. TAYLOR knocks on the 
glass panelled door of  the Store. 

PINK   Careful! Ello.

PINK goes over to it. 

TAYLOR  You seen a girl? 

PINK   Seen no one. 

TAYLOR  Open the door eh. 

PINK   Nah

TAYLOR  Let’s talk. Man to man. Open up your glass palace. 

TAYLOR manages to pull open the glass door.

PINK   Mate, I’m Mr Pink and I’m going to lay a stink on you if  
  you bust my precious door. 

TAYLOR then takes a hammer from his pocket, but PINK manages to push shut and 
lock the door. YAQUB and PINK realise they have to act fast, but PINK is stuck having 
suddenly lost his early bravado. 

YAQUB   You can’t come round!



PINK   You can’t come round!

YAQUB   With a Hammer!

PINK   With a Hammer!

YAQUB   I’ll make you into a sausage.

PINK   I’ll mince you. 

YAQUB   Shoot you.

PINK   What?

YAQUB   Shoot!

PINK   Too far Yaqub.

He shouts. 

YAQUB   Shoot you! 

TAYLOR backs away and leaves. PINK is visibly relieved. They have a moment to collect 
themselves and then PINK finds his spud gun and potato, which he uses to shoot himself  
and YAQUB. The tension breaks away and they laugh.

Blackout.


